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Abstract

As a likely disruptive technology, Internet-of-Things (IoT) comes with a number of potential legal
challenges. These challenges are heightened when IoT technologies are used in the context of
automated driving (AD).
This document presents the legal perspectives and the methodology for evaluating legal issues –
such as security and privacy aspects, liability issues, concerns and expectations – relating to
AUTOPILOT’s use of IoT technologies for advancing AD in a connected environment. Quantitative
and qualitative consultation methods were used in the form of surveys and workshops to define,
analyse and report on the legal aspects of using IoT solutions for AD. Expertise from AUTOPILOT
project partners representing various stakeholder clusters is gathered and is complemented by user
surveys on legal issues from pilot sites. The description by the internal experts of the legal impacts of
using IoT solutions for AD and the results of the user surveys are then analysed in consultation with
legal and regulation experts through focus groups and workshops.
This document is the updated version of D4.9: Preliminary legal perspectives on the use of IoT for AD.
This document D4.10 presents the outcome of the activities carried out in T4.6 and provides
recommendations to the study group from the industry and the regulation committees at the
European Commission and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe that work on
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regulations relating to automated vehicles.

Legal Disclaimer
The information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is given that the
information is fit for any particular purpose. The above referenced consortium members shall have
no liability for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or
consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials subject to any liability which
is mandatory due to applicable law. © 2017 by AUTOPILOT Consortium.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

ABAC

Attribute Based Access Control

ABE

ABE Encryption algorithm

AD

Automated Driving

ADAS

Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AV

Automated Vehicle

CBR

Netherlands Exam Authority

CEMA

Crowd Estimation and Mobility Analytics

DDoS

Distributed Denial of Service – type of
cybersecurity attack

DoS

Denial of Service – type of cybersecurity
attack

DRM

Digital Rights Management

DSSAD

Data Storage System for Automated
Driving

EDR

Event Data Recorder

EU

European Union

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GPS

Global Positioning System

GRVA

Working Party on Automated/Autonomous
and Connected Vehicles

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

IoT

Internet-of-Things

IPE

IPE Encryption algorithm

IPR

Intellectual Property Rights

ISO

International
Standardization

IWG

Informal Working Group

LLP

Limited Liability Partnership

MIT

Massachussets Institue of Technology

Organization

for
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MITM

Man-In-The-Middle – type of cybersecurity
attack

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

MPC

Multi Party Computation

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

ODD

Operational Design Domain

OTA

Over-The-Air

PRE

PRE Encryption algorithm

PSA

Privacy and Security Assessment

PLD

Product Liability Directive

PoI

Point of Interest

RDW

Rijks Dienst Wegverkeer – Netherlands
Road Department

RWS

Rijkswaterstaat

SAE

Society of Automobile Engineers

SIEM

Security Information & Event Management

TARA

Threat Assessment
Analysis

TKG

Telekommunikationsgesetz
Telecommunication Act

UK

United Kingdom

UNECE

United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe

V2V

Vehicle to Vehicle communication

V2X

Vehicle to Any communication

VRU

Vulnerable Road Users

WG

Working Group

WP

Work Package

X2V

Any to Vehicle communication

and

Remediation

–

German
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1

Executive Summary

The goal of the AUTOPILOT project is to bring together knowledge and technology from the
automotive and the Internet-of-Things (IoT) value chains in order to develop IoT-architectures and
platforms that will advance automated driving (AD) in a connected environment. AUTOPILOT
develops new automated driving services by connecting automated driving equipped vehicles over
IoT. The services being developed will enable fully automated driving solutions such as Automated
Valet Parking, platooning and real-time car sharing services.
As a likely disruptive technology, Internet-of-Things (IoT) comes with a number of potential legal
challenges. These challenges are heightened when IoT technologies are used in the context of
automated driving.
This document presents the methodology for evaluating legal issues, concerns and expectations,
evaluation study and evaluation results related to regulation, liability, data sharing and privacy, and
cybersecurity in the context of AUTOPILOT user tests related to use of IoT technologies for
advancing AD in a connected environment.
Quantitative and qualitative consultation methods are used in the form of surveys, workshops and
webinars to define, analyse and report the legal aspects (issues, concerns and expectations) of using
IoT solutions for AD. The methodology revolves around a three-step process aligned with activities
to be carried out as part of Task 4.6. The first step includes collecting information – expertise,
concerns and expectations regarding legal matters – by conducting surveys of AUTOPILOT project
partners and potential users as well as AD stakeholders. The feedback from internal experts on the
legal impacts of using IoT solutions for AD will be then analysed in consultation with external legal
and regulation experts through focus groups, workshops and webinars. Finally, the findings will be
used to make recommendations on regulation in collaboration with dedicated European commission
authorities.
The Legal impacts of using IoT for Automated Driving touch upon a number of issues ranging from
regulation, data privacy and security, liability, insurance, intellectual property rights (IPR), etc. The
fact that the use of cloud-based IoT for AD brings together a number of actors, who collaborate to
provide an enhanced driving experience where the traditional role of the human driver is
diminished, is a big contributor to legal complexities. There is also the need for regulation to match
the progress in the IoT and AD domains and address issues of liability, data privacy and data security.
The large number of partners involved in bringing the connected and automated driving experience
to the user could cause difficulties in attributing liability when things go wrong. The contrary pulls of
cloud-based services offering privacy on one hand, and IoT, which is about wide reach and sharing,
on the other hand can have legal repercussions to do with issues of customer awareness and EU
regulation regarding data processing.
Last but not least, cybersecurity concerns of hacking and the potential for intrusive behaviour is also
a legal concern affecting IoT based automated driving.
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The potential legal intricacies of this new paradigm need to be understood and analysed so that
solutions, be they standards or legislation and regulations, can be put in place as the IoT-AD services
and products reach users.
As IoT does enhance the automated driving experience, we provide recommendations coming out of
the provided analysis of the legal issues and summarize them in our conclusions.
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2
2.1

Introduction
Purpose and scope of the Document

The AUTOPILOT project brings together knowledge and technology from the automotive and the
Internet-of-Things (IoT) value chains in order to develop IoT-architectures and platforms that will
advance automated driving (AD) in a connected environment. As a potential disruptive technology,
IoT brings with it the possibility of a number of legal challenges. These challenges are heightened
when IoT technologies are used in the context of automated driving.
Work Package 4 presents 3 hypotheses to be validated (according to AUTOPILOT D4.11):
- IoT is accelerating the development and deployment of automated driving functions,
- IoT is enhancing the functionality or performance of automated driving functions,
- IoT is enabling new automated driving functions.
The scope of T4.6, and hence D4.9 and D4.10, is the legal impact of using IoT and the data collected
for progressing automated driving. The legal issues considered within this task relate to the potential
impact on privacy, data protection, physical safety and liability. The scope of this task does not
involve analysing day-to-day legal obligations or due diligence of AUTOPILOT’s activities individually.
Legal issues relating to pilot site activities, for instance the conditions for use of an automated
vehicle during the test phases or the conditions for involving users in the evaluation task, are out of
scope of the task T4.6.
Deliverable D4.10 “Legal perspectives on the use of IoT for AD” is the final deliverable presenting the
outcome of the activities carried out in T4.6, including improvements based on Deliverable D4.9
“Preliminary legal perspectives for the use of IoT for AD” on external legal consultations, and provide
recommendations to the study group from the industry and the regulation committees at the
European Commission and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) that work
on regulations relating to automated vehicles.

2.2

Intended audience

Since the legal issues presented in D4.9 and D4.10 bear on AUTOPILOT’s core elements – IoT and AD
– it is relevant to all project beneficiaries in all WPs.
D4.10 is a public deliverable and also of potential interest to an external audience concerned with
the legal implications of IoT applied to AD. It will also be relevant to users to demystify the industry
of automated driving.
By external audience, we understand all companies, product and service suppliers, insurance
companies and public authorities who are, or will be, involved in the future of automated
transportation.

2.3

Structure of the document

Chapter 2 introduces the purpose, intended audience and structure of the document.
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Chapter 3 details the methodology used for legal analysis in AUTOPILOT. The activities described are:
1) information gathering by involving knowledge holders (AUTOPILOT experts and test users); 2)
consulting with legal and regulation experts; and 3) providing recommendations to regulatory
agencies.
Chapter 4 presents the report on the legal impacts of using IoT solutions for automated driving
based on our study of current research and trends.
Chapter 5 provide a thorough analysis of the legal issues when enhancing Automated Driving by IoT
in four categories: Regulation, Liability, Privacy and Cybersecurity.
Annex 1 is the internal survey used to collect feedback from AUTOPILOT partner beneficiaries on
legal impacts as relevant to various stakeholder groups.
Annex 2 lists the questions provided to task T4.5 – User Acceptance Assessment - to assess the legal
perspective as it relates to user acceptance.
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3

Methodology for analysing legal impacts in AUTOPILOT

AUTOPILOT deliverable D4.12 – Methodology for evaluation – described the evaluation methodology
and requirements developed in Task 4.1, which are to be “implemented, refined and executed” in
other tasks within WP4: T4.2 – Technical Evaluation, Task 4.3 – Business Impact Assessment, Task 4.4
– Quality of Life Impact Assessment and Task 4.5 – User Acceptance Assessment. With reference to
T4.6, D4.13 states that, “Task 4.6 will not implement an evaluation methodology, but instead
investigate any legal issues that arise from piloting and the other evaluation tasks”.
Task 4.6 intends to assess the legal impacts arising from the use of IoT technologies for enabling or
improving automated driving in a connected environment. Issues of specific interest are security,
privacy and liability. The three-step methodology presented here and illustrated in Figure 1
Methodology for evaluating legal issues in AUTOPILOT
A two rounds approach has been done in Task 4.6 with a preliminary report D4.9 submitted on
28/06/2018 and the current D4.10 which is the final set of analysis of the legal issues and the
resulting recommendations.
We continued the same methodology, further nurturing the already gathered information, expert’s
review and recommendations throughout the Autopilot project results, their evaluations with the
already submitted deliverables about Initial Technical Evaluation (D4.2), Preliminary Business Impact
Assessment (D4.4), the developed IoT Policy Framework (D5.4) and Autopilot Preliminary Business
Exploitation Plan (D5.5).
Within WP4 Autopilot evaluation work package, through direct contact, meetings and workshops,
we did also take into account the other evaluation aspects as:
- D4.3 Final Technical Evaluation – especially for their process to gather and analyse the data
from the Pilot Sites;
- D4.5 Business Impact Assessment
- D4.8 User Acceptance Assessment
Step 1: Information gathering by involving knowledge holders (AUTOPILOT experts and test users)

Description of Action: Gather the expertise of the project partners to provide a preliminary report
(D4.9 draft) explaining the impact of using IoT solutions from a legal perspective. A questionnaire will
be provided to task T4.5 for collecting user feedback on the legal issue during the Pilot Site tests.
Step 2: Consultation with external legal and regulation experts
Description of Action: Consultation with legal and regulation experts, analysing the preliminary
report elaborated in the previous activity and the questionnaire collected from the users at the Pilot
Site.
Step 3: Recommendations to regulatory agencies
Description of Action: Provide recommendations (D4.10) to the study group from the industry and the
regulation committees at the European Commission and the UNECE, working on regulations relating
to automated vehicles.
The processes and methods of legal impact analysis used in T4.6 are detailed in the sections that
follow in this chapter. In accordance with D4.1, input from other evaluation tasks will be taken into
consideration at every step.
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Figure 1 Methodology for evaluating legal issues in AUTOPILOT

A two rounds approach has been done in Task 4.6 with a preliminary report D4.94 submitted on
28/06/2018 and the current D4.10 which is the final set of analysis of the legal issues and the
resulting recommendations.
We continued the same methodology, further nurturing the already gathered information, expert’s
review and recommendations throughout the Autopilot project results, their evaluations with the
already submitted deliverables about Initial Technical Evaluation (D4.25), Preliminary Business
Impact Assessment (D4.4), the developed IoT Policy Framework (D5.46) and Autopilot Preliminary
Business Exploitation Plan (D5.5).
Within WP4 Autopilot evaluation work package, through direct contact, meetings and workshops,
we did also take into account the other evaluation aspects as:
- D4.37 Final Technical Evaluation – especially for their process to gather and analyse the data
from the Pilot Sites;
- D4.58 Business Impact Assessment
- D4.89 User Acceptance Assessment

3.1

Information gathering

The purpose of this step is to assemble information pertaining to the legal aspects of using IoT for
AD. This information is put together in a report and used as the basis for consultation with external
legal experts. Along the execution of this “Legal Issues” task, we have conducted a review of the
current research and regulation relevant to connected and automated driving.
What emerges from our study is presented in Chapter 4 where we provide a more in-depth analysis
using two different information sources with specific objectives. The first stream of information will
be generated from experts in the AUTOPILOT project, while the second source will result from
feedback collected on user acceptance as part of T4.5. The information gathered in this way will lead
to legal insights covering the scientific and technical aspects as well as having a strong and practical
user focus.
The following subsections layout the objectives and plans of both processes of collecting
information.

3.1.1 AUTOPILOT experts’ consultation
Objective: The goal of the internal consultation is to collect the expertise of AUTOPILOT partners
about legal issues related to IoT and AD. The large AUTOPILOT consortium has a diverse makeup
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with OEMs, research institutions, public authorities as well as ITS organisations. The perspectives
they bring cover a wide spectrum of legal impacts that concern AUTOPILOT’s work and mission. The
experience and knowledge of the various partners will provide valuable input for framing our
analysis of legal issues, preliminary and concluding recommendations to relevant regulatory bodies.
Method: Two methods were used to elicit internal expertise. First, an online survey (in Annex 1)
collected information from the entire consortium about legal concerns that must be addressed in
the context of using IoT with AD. Second, an internal consortium consultation based on a large
number of legal experts from the AUTOPILOT consortium was conducted, as a midterm review of
this deliverable.

3.1.2 State of the Art gathering
Objective: The goal of the State of the Art gathering is update the knowledge and reflection in the
research arena as well as in the market about the legal issues of IoT and Automated Driving.
Method: Each contributor to this deliverable kept track of the relevant readings and do reference
them throughout this deliverable as reported in section 6.3 References.

3.1.3 Key learnings from research around the world
Objective: The goal of the key learnings from research around the world is to update the knowledge
and reflection in the research arena as well as in the market about the legal issues of IoT and
Automated Driving through participation in the ITS World Congress 2019 in Singapore SIS 10
Complex self-driving field operational tests using evolved IT infrastructures and SIS 19 Criminal
Liability scheme for AV accident.
Method: Each contributor to this deliverable kept track of the relevant readings and make reference
to them throughout this deliverable as reported in section 6.3 References.

3.2

Expert review

3.2.1 External legal experts’ consultation
Objective: The aim of the external experts’ consultations is to expand upon the legal issues found
within this task, beyond the AUTOPILOT consortium. The external legal experts were selected based
on their previous experience and accomplishment relevant to the legal perspectives covered in this
task.
Method: Two methods of examinations were used to maximise the benefit of our consultations with
the legal experts.
A first expert review panel consisted of the following:
- Insurance Industry: Giovanni Barassi – Head of Digital and open innovation – Unipolsai
- Privacy law: Valentina Frediani – CEO & Founder – COLIN & Partners
- Transport: Eetu Pilli-Sihvola – Chief Adviser – Finnish Transport and Communciations Agency
- Insurance: Jacques Amselen - Head of IoT - Allianz
- Telecom Operator – Ralf Willenbrock – Produktmanager – T-Systems International
Secondly, a consultation workshop was conducted at the LIVORNO pilot site during the stakeholder
event meeting that took place in October 2018, with relevant AUTOPILOT consortium members
contributing to the analysis of the issues. The LIVORNO stakeholder meeting panel consisted of:
- Mobile Network Operator: Giovanna Larini – Connected vehicle Innovation responsible –
TIM
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- Insurance industry: Giovanni Barassi – Head of Digital and open Innovation - Unipolsai
- Privacy law: Valentina Frediani – CEO & Founder – COLIN & Partners
- Academia: Giovanni Comandé – Full Professor - Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa
Third, in February 2019, after examining the legal issues in light of the expert analysis of the
deliverable, a review took place in June 2019.
The survey data collection methods are closely connected. Both surveys and workshops include
questions that have emerged from an initial examination of contemporary research and analysis of
the legal issues of connected and automated driving. In providing input to T4.5, advice and direction
was sought from experts within AUTOPILOT, and feedback generated from the user surveys will be
submitted for analysis by the internal experts.

3.2.2 Webinars
Objective: Webinars are means of dissemination of the T4.6 findings outside of the AUTOPILOT
consortium as well as feedback gathering on the preliminary results and recommendations.
Method: Two webinars were conducted; the first event was limited to external legal experts and
members from AUTOPILOT consortium, which took place in February 2019 after the first external
legal experts review. The second was a public webinar occurring in July 2019, presenting the legal
issues examined by AUTOPILOT, and encouraging public discussion and contribution via a question
and answer session.

3.2.3 Feedback from T4.5 user survey
Objective: Feedback was collected from user acceptance surveys conducted as part of T4.5, which is
the task evaluating user acceptance. This aligns with the objective specified in D4.1 for task T4.6 to
“investigate any legal issues that arise from piloting and the other evaluation tasks”. The feedback
identified users’ legal concerns related to privacy (data anonymization), security (data protection),
liability and safety.
Method: Based on our research review (see Chapter 4), T4.6 identified legal issues that could impact
user acceptance. A questionnaire (see Annex 2) was provided to T4.5 to include in the user
acceptance surveys conducted on pilot sites. The results from T4.5 are analysed and integrated in
order to contribute to the external consultation workshops on legal impacts of IoT based AD.

3.2.4 External experts’ consultation on the final recommendations
Objective: While finalizing the recommendations resulting from the T4.6 Legal Issues, discussions

have taken place in order to verify the potential alignment, market readiness and the content for
further research on some of the recommendations. The ideas, observations and comments have
been integrated in the recommendations formulated in chapter 4.
Method: Bilateral discussions with stakeholders’ representatives:
- Insurance Industry: Charles Low and Thomas Gelin, Policy Advisors - Insurance Europe;
- Road Users: Oliver Lenz, Programmes Director – FIA;
- OEM representative: Joost Vantomme, Smart Mobility Director – ACEA;
- OEM suppliers’ representative: Frank Schlehuber, Director Aftermarket – CLEPA;
- Public Authorities’ representatives: Eric Kenis, Advisor – Ministerie Openbare Werken; Hans
Kramer and Sebe Vogel - Rijkswaterstaat.
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3.3

Recommendations – industry and regulation

3.3.1 Current regulatory environment
Connected and automated vehicles pose new challenges regarding privacy and data protection.
Since 1995 until recently, the EU approach to privacy was mainly regulated by the Data Protection
Directive (Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament)10. It has now been replaced by the
General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR)11, approved by the EU Parliament on 14th
April 2016 and enforced since 25th May 2018. This is the main European regulation regarding data
protection. EU privacy laws apply to all sectors and industries, including connected and automated
vehicles.
The GDPR applies to information related to identified or identifiable (directly or indirectly) natural
persons (the “data subject”); not to anonymous information, i.e., the information not related to an
identified or identifiable natural person, or that has been made anonymous in such a manner that
the individual is no longer identifiable. In particular, the GDPR requires a legal basis to process
private data such as performance of a contract, user consent for the purposes of data processing. In
any case, the data subject user shall be informed thereof. Concerning consent specifically, it must be
clearly distinguishable, freely given, as easy to withdraw as it is to give, and auditable or verifiable.
Consent must be an explicit (not a passive) activity. Consent shall not be included in a long privacy
policy and consent shall be given for a single use, i.e., it cannot be bundled with other types of
consents. Under certain circumstances, the GDPR recognizes a right to data portability, therefore,
allowing the data subject to request the transfer of his/her information from one provider to a
different one. This right has consequences regarding harmonization of standards. Organizations
dealing with personal data need to ensure that their process for collecting, using, transferring and
storing this information is compatible along the data processing chain with other companies. This
topic is further covered in section 4.3.
Some of the other regulations in place at European level are:
 Directive ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2017/46. Guidelines on cybersecurity and data protection,
prepared by the expert from Informal Working Group (IWG) on Intelligent Transport Systems
/ Automated Driving (ITS/AD)
 Convention 108 for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of
Personal Data (Council of Europe)
 Directive 2009/136/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25th November
2009 amending Directive 2002/58/EC, concerning the processing of personal data and the
protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector
 Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, concerning the
processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications
sector
 Directive 95/46/EC of the European parliament and the Council of 24th October 1995,
concerning the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and
on the free movement of such data
 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27th April 2016,
concerning the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data
and the free movement of such data
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Directive 2016/680 if data sharing involves Public enforcement authorities or receive data
from them
Regarding safety and liability, the following regulations are to be found:
 ISO 26262, Road vehicles - Functional safety, concerning functional safety of electrical
and/or electronic systems in production automobiles is an international standard defined in
2011 by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
 Decision 2001/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3rd December 2001,
concerning general product safety (the General Product Safety Directive)
 Regulation (EC) No 764/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9th July 2008,
concerning the application of certain national technical rules to products lawfully marketed
in another Member State
 Council Directive 85/374/EEC of 25 July 1985 on the approximation of the laws, regulations
and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning liability for defective
products Regulation (EU) – Product Liability Directive (PLD)
 No 1025/2012 on European standardisation
 Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2016
concerning measures for a high common level of security of network and information
systems across the Union
It is also worth mentioning that there is currently a legislative initiative concerning the review of the
type-approval of motor vehicles.
 COM(2018) 286 final 2018/0145 (COD) Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament
and of the Council on type-approval requirements for motor vehicles and their trailers, and
systems, components and separate technical units intended for such vehicles, as regards
their general safety and the protection of vehicle occupants and vulnerable road users,
amending Regulation (EU) 2018/… and repealing Regulations (EC) No 78/2009, (EC) No
79/2009 and (EC) No 661/200912.
o The first round of inter-institutional negotiations between Parliament and the
Council were conducted begin of 2019 with a provisional agreement reached on 25
March 2019;
o The current status of this is that the European Parliament approved a corrigendum
on 10 October 2019. It still needs to be adopted by the Council and signed into law13.

3.3.2 Approach
We have evaluated current EC and UNECE regulations relevant to automated driving and IoT
mentioned in the preceding section. The findings have been presented and discussed with external
experts and now, AUTOPILOT present recommendations to industry and regulatory bodies to ensure
the best possible outcome for cloud-based IoT automated driving in terms of wide impact and
exploitation.
In the following section, we look at some of the greatest legal issues facing connected and
automated driving in the current climate.

4

Legal impacts of using IoT solutions for AD
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In their paper entitled ‘Use of IoT Technology to Drive the Automotive Industry from Connected to
Full Automated Vehicles’, Krasniqi & Hajrizi (2016)14 point out that IoT is transforming the
automobile industry in a revolutionary manner, even compared to other forms of connectivity. They
point out that the transformation involves transitioning “from an age of products to an age of
services and experiences, from hardware to software, from functionality to information as the key
object of value creation, and from industry silos to complex connected ecosystems”. It is to be
expected that such a disruption in business models will bring with it a host of legal consequences.
A 2017 paper by the international legal firm Allen & Overy LLP15 states that “six of the biggest legal
issues facing the connected and self-driving car market” are: regulation, liability, big data and data
analytics, cybersecurity, collaborations and partnerships, and cars as socially networked devices. The
paper describes the risks that coincide with these issues and suggests ways to mitigate them. For
instance, EU regulation must keep pace with the rapid development of ITS technology, with
particular attention to cross-border use of connected cars, interoperability of platforms, net
neutrality, etc. The connected and automated mobility paradigm is creating new partnerships
between the automotive sector, technology companies and mobile service providers, among others.
Such cross-industry collaborations will need to address matters such as third-party liability
allocation, responsibility of complying with laws and standards and ownership of jointly created
intellectual property. Automobiles as connected vehicles also have legal implications relating to
driver distraction, liability, data usage (and its implications for open access to third parties, cost
apportionment) and cyberattacks.
In 2017, the legal firm Foley & Lardner LLP16 conducted a survey of automakers, suppliers, start-ups,
investors and technology companies in the US about the business and legal issues significant for the
development of connected and automated vehicles. The survey found that the technologies behind
connected cars and automated vehicles were at different stages of development and
implementation, and thus had different obstacles to growth. While safety and user acceptance were
the big challenge for automated vehicles, the concerns regarding connected vehicles related
foremost to cybersecurity and privacy issues. Four of the legal issues mentioned in the Allen & Overy
report – regulation, liability, big data and data analytics, and cybersecurity – cut across all
stakeholder clusters, be they regulatory authorities, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs),
mobile network operators (MNOs), public and private fleet operators, or end users (drivers). This is
how we structured our research on the legal issues and report it in the chapter 4.
By using cloud-based IoT to advance AD, AUTOPILOT has a distinct perspective on EU regulation,
cybersecurity, big data analytics and privacy, and liability – matters which are the focus of task T4.6.
This document, deliverable D4.10, provides a final synthesis of how these issues are impacted by the
use of IoT for automated driving.

4.1

Regulation

4.1.1 Introduction
As new IoT technologies and automated vehicles emerge, the challenge is to create regulation within
legacy frameworks, while encouraging innovation. The effective introduction and governance of
automated vehicles would potentially reduce the numbers of traffic accidents and road deaths
across Europe. Careful regulation may facilitate public confidence and positively affect the uptake of
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the new technology. Prototype testing in projects such as AUTOPILOT allows space for issues such as
safety to be addressed in the confines of a managed testing environment. However, the lessons
learned from such pilots may be inhibited by the complex European testing framework for
automated prototypes. This section will comment upon the ad-hoc prototype testing regulation
framework for large-scale European pilots, contrasted to the harmonised UNECE adaptive model of
regulation applicable to automated vehicles intended for public use.
The specification and implementation of a harmonious cross-border testing framework in Europe is
essential for continued advancement and reproducibility in areas such as safety and standardisation
of IoT and highly automated vehicles. Analysis arising as a result of large-scale testing in Europe
contributes to the developing regulatory framework governing IoT and automated vehicles,
addressing issues of trust, security, privacy and engagement.

4.1.2 The regulation of technology
As we develop the potential of automated vehicle technology, regulation ensures that public safety
is not compromised in the pursuit of exploring the prospective contribution new technology may
make to our society. However, there are difficulties associated with finding the correct balance of
reasonable precautions. A regime allowing too much flexibility may not provide adequate
safeguards, whilst a regime of over-protection through overregulation is also not desirable. In
addition, it is debatable whether regulation should specify technology principles or, on the contrary,
be technology neutral and specify principles, in order to be able to cope with technical evolution
over time. An example of regulation where technology has been specified is the eCall
implementation which faces now the phase-out of the 2G and 3G technology. Transitory
arrangements for the regulation of automated vehicles provides an essential step towards end goal
operations and future deployment, as the reliability of the technology is validated.
The overregulation of new technology potentially poses a hindrance to the improvement of
technology. In examples from history, in the UK the Locomotive Act17 of 1861 required locomotives
be manned by two persons and not exceed 10mph when passing though towns. In 1865 the socalled Red Flag Acts18 required a person to walk ahead of self-propelled vehicles waving a red flag to
warn pedestrians19. In the United States, Pennsylvania contemplated infamous legislation, which
required all motorists passing livestock to ‘rapidly disassemble the automobile’ and conceal its
components to avoid distressing the animals. The legislation was vetoed by the Governor. 20
Regulation tends to reflect an understanding of yesterday’s technology instead of the emergent
technology. 21
Conversely, the death of a 49-year-old pedestrian in Arizona in 2018 caused by an Uber in
automated mode, 22 provides a tragic cautionary tale. People tend to accept that humans make
mistakes and as such are likely to have empathy for others when human error causes an accident.
However, the same type of empathy is not reserved for machines. We expect machines to
simultaneously perform better and to make less mistakes. Humans show nearly zero tolerance for
injury or death caused by a flaw in a machine. 23 This is why regulation regarding standards and
testing is an essential component of automated vehicle development.

4.1.2.1 The link between automated vehicles and enhanced safety
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There are pertinent incentives for embarking upon the deployment of automated vehicles sooner
rather than later. Motor vehicle accidents involving traditional vehicles are associated with 1.25
million deaths, with a further 20-50 million injured in collisions. 24 Europe has some of the safest
roads in the world. Compared to the global average of 174 deaths per millions of population,
Europe’s toll is relatively low at 49. However for every person killed in a crash, there are 5 people
who suffer life-changing injuries. 25 Road safety is a visible concern for the public, and automated
vehicles are proposed as a solution for reducing collisions resulting in casualties as most of them are
attributed to the “human factor”.
The types of functions contained within automated vehicles can support safe driving and improve
driver performance. Recognition errors may be reduced by minimizing inattention and obstructed
vision. Decision errors may be addressed by remedying tailgating and excessive speed. Erratic and
wilful actions of drivers, such as failing to control the vehicle by the misuse of mind-altering
substances such as alcohol, or performing wilfully unsafe driving acts, 26 are expected to no longer
endanger other road users.
A study by RAND corporation about the introduction of automated vehicles and considered the
scenarios of introducing new technology which improved safety by 10%, compared to waiting longer
for the technology to significantly advance so that safety was improved by 75% and then waiting
longer for the technology to improve safety by 90%. Comparing the potential number of lives saved
from automobile accidents under ‘Improve10’, ‘Improve75’ and ‘Improve90’ strategies, the study
proffers that if we are able to deploy safer vehicles cars sooner, which are only 10% safer, they will
save more lives overall than waiting to deploy technology until the cars are 90% safer. 27 However in
order to achieve this ambition of making the roads safer overall by the introduction of automated
vehicles, the public must be assured that the new technology is safer than vehicles which drive on
the roads today.

4.1.2.2 Public trust
Survey data from 201628 highlights expressed public opinion on automated driving, indicating that
safety of the new technology was a main concern:
“I welcome the advancements in technology, provided it has been independently and rigorously
(scientifically!) tested and researched”
“I do not know enough about their capabilities and safety features”
“I am opposed to these vehicles being on the road without emergency manual braking available to a
human at all times”
“If you know an automated vehicle is going to stop, why not just pull out in front of them?”
Such concerns have been corroborated by AUTOPILOT research. Participants of the online survey
designed to ascertain barriers to trust, acceptance and engagement with automated vehicles,
identified safety as principal concern, with participants pinpointing fears about technical failures,
malfunction, loss of data, and the ability to stop a fully automated vehicle. 29
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Scepticism about new technology is understandable. Whilst IoT and automated vehicles may offer
convenience and new services to consumers, technology also causes fear and apprehension. 30 The
discomfort refers to a lack of control over technology and a feeling of being overwhelmed by it. 31
Regulation may address the problem of how automated vehicles may be introduced usefully to
public roads and spaces with the support of the public and business, by ensuring standards relating
to safety, privacy, liability and security. 32 Appropriate standards may temper some of the cynicisms
expressed by the public, and provide sufficient confidence to try the new technology. An adaptive
regulatory strategy may address how such standards should be devised, validated, implemented and
assessed, in a manner which addresses the public’s concerns and while allowing innovation to occur.
A specific study is being conducted within the AUTOPILOT project about User Acceptance and will be
reported in the deliverable D4.8.

4.1.2.3 Adaptive regulation
The law must be stable, yet it cannot stand still. The perception of policy instability may erode
confidence in the regulation of technology, however society may also lose confidence in obsolete
technology and frameworks. The regulation of technology must be flexible and promote social wellbeing in order to be accepted. 33 Regulation may be designed, exercised and evolve as a dynamic
process to manage interdependencies in a non-finalising way. The governance of new technology
may be best placed to avoid unrealistic assumptions about the direction of innovation and instead, it
should provide opportunities to open up insights about circumstances, conditions and contexts
about the limits, and even failures of overly deterministic goals. 34
Adaptive regulation is particularly appropriate when it is likely lessons will be learned after the initial
adoption of a policy. Automated vehicles and IoT present promise to improve quality of life while
simultaneously presenting risks which are uncertain and changing over time. The fast pace of
change creates significant uncertainties for regulators. These new technologies warrant an
approach to regulation that adjusts and adapts as information about the technology changes, to
provide maximum benefit. Automated vehicles must be at least as safe as human driven vehicles,
and this should be expressed in concrete terms. The two key questions for regulators are: How
should safety be measured for automated vehicles, and what threshold of standards should be
required before they are made publicly available?

4.1.2.4 International standards
Technology standardisation can integrate newly created innovations into an ordered system, 35 by
providing the infrastructure to enable the safe delivery of technology and its interoperability.
Research and development, engineering and design, component production and assembly occur
without regard to borders. Increasingly, vehicle manufactures are relying on international suppliers,
producing a wide range of standardised and interchangeable components and platforms. Having
individual countries manage minimum technical requirements for automated technology is
potentially disastrous, while regulatory divergence is costly. 36 Fragmented national vehicle
standards can impose substantial costs on industry, in some cases the variations in standards merely
set out different ways of achieving the same outcomes. The use of different technical standards for
like products can impose barriers to international trade. In 2017 in the United States, 50 legislative
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bills were introduced in 20 states which referred to automated driving and IoT. 37 Such breadth of
uncoordinated regulation could delay innovation by creating conflict. As the automobile industry is
global, or at least continental (Europe, Asia, US), in nature, the full potential advantages of
automated vehicles are more likely to occur within a cooperative international legal framework,
dedicated to ensuring that automated enter our public roads and spaces in a manner which ensures
the safety and confidence of all drivers, passengers, road users and pedestrians. This problem is
addressed at many levels in Europe by harmonious international regulation.
The UNECE is the peak international regulation body for vehicle safety. Regulation of instruments
relating to automated vehicles by the UNECE and the UNECE World Forum for the Harmonisation of
Vehicle Regulations (WP.29) is commensurate with the adaptive regulation strategy, whilst
maintaining a clear and comprehensible legal framework across Europe. UNECE regulations have
had a demonstrable impact on international road safety. Regulations introduced by the UNECE
including; mandatory automatic retractor safety belts, child restraint systems and headrests, have
arguably reduced the number of serious injury and fatalities, while the amount of traffic has steadily
increased.

Figure 2 Regulation impact statement for the harmonisation of the Australian Design Rules
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WP.29 operates an adaptive regulatory framework concerning vehicle regulation. Regulatory
proposals are constructed by working groups, informed by experts. The contribution of experts
addresses the lack of practical experience of testing/assessing the functionality of automated driving
systems and includes in its membership a wide constituency of specialist contracting bodies, 39
aiming to create a regulatory regime that is flexible to allow regular updates as required. 40
Matters identified by the UNECE as a priority for harmonisation in respect of automated vehicles
include:
 A legal framework for automated vehicles
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Functional requirements (such as acceleration, lane control and braking)
New assessment and testing methods; and
Cyber-security and software updates.

Projects such as AUTOPILOT can provide valuable data relevant to these regulatory priorities. Data
obtained from AUTOPILOT research may be useful in determining how automated vehicles may be
regulated in the future, and further, how far we have come in meeting the standard of safety and
user acceptance necessary for the successful deployment of such technology onto public roads. For
example, the results of AUTOPILOT testing and analysis may be relevant to the certification process
for highly automated vehicles being developed at UNECE level, and this is discussed below.

4.1.2.5 Reproducibility and the certification of highly automated vehicles
In the current type approval for motor vehicles41, there is no section covering the type approval of
self-driving cars specifically.42 The type approval process provides standardisation to ensure aspects
such as safety in vehicles across Europe. Individual countries do not set the minimum requirements,
the type approval of vehicles is harmonised internationally by the UNECE and WP.29. Regulations
developed by WP.29 consist of internationally coordinated and uniform technical prescriptions for
wheeled vehicles, equipment and parts. Complying with these requirements contributes to higher
product safety and a minimisation of product liability risks.
In the ‘classical approach’ for the certification of vehicles, matters which are tested include;
adhesion on wet surfaces, braking and minimum deceleration requirements. In the Proposal for the
Future Certification of Automated/Autonomous Driving Systems43, these matters are still relevant,
however in addition to the classical aspects of safety, vehicles fitted with automated driving systems
must incorporate the anticipation of other road users, including other drivers, pedestrians,
micromobility with powered two-wheelers and cyclists. Regulating automated vehicles ‘function by
function’ may be problematic due to the likelihood of frequent software updates being provided by
the manufacturer. If software updates are not permitted, this would not allow designs to improve.
Flexible structures are needed to define reasonable requirements whilst allowing evolution of new
technology. An extension of the certification process towards an audit of the process and functional
safety is being prepared. There is herewith a further research topic with the AI-dilemma where the
software could evolve in a non-controlled manner and therefore safeguards need to be put in place
to prevent problems and answer the causality effect in liability.
The process for the certification of automated vehicles is being developed by the Working Party on
Automated/Autonomous and Connected Vehicles (GRVA). 44 A ‘3 Pillar’ approach is being
considered, which incorporates requirements for automated vehicles to successfully negotiate
‘critical’ and ‘edge’ case scenarios to attain certification. Such scenarios consider complex and
hazardous situations which may be encountered on the roads, and requires the manufacturer to
have addressed such cases in the design of the vehicle and its systems.
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Figure 3 Concept for future certification – 3 pillars

The proposed three pillar approach may provide a streamlined and predicable approval process
contingent on manufacturers providing access to key information, and providing evidence of the
vehicle and its IoT complying with a functional, safety-orientated framework. 45
The significance of a software update radically altering safety parameters was recently
demonstrated with incidents involving Boeing 737 Max aircraft in October 2018 and March 2019. In
these cases, a Lion Air and an Ethiopian Airlines aircraft crashed, causing the deaths of 189 and 157
people respectively. Investigators discovered an automated safety system on the 737 Max caused
the nose of the plane to tip downwards, which could not be cancelled by the pilots. 46 A software
update was formulated to address the fatal error, and was submitted by Boeing to the FAA for
approval in May 2019. 47 The Boeing disaster is demonstrative of the high-stakes attached to
developing automated technology for transport systems, potentially placing human lives at risk,
where testing does not necessarily discover all potential faults.
There are parallels between the aviation industry and the development of automated vehicles which
may provide important lessons about how critical technology may be validated, assessed and
improved. There are regulatory pathways being developed for manufacturers to include a black-box
style event-data-recorder (EDR) in the event of an accident,48 as well as a continuous data storage
system for automated driving (DSSAD) proposed to store vehicle data up to 3 months as part of the
future certification requirements for automated vehicles. Storage within a closed loop system of
critical data such as; speed, driver attention, driver inputs and automated system inputs before,
during and after a triggering event (such as airbag deployment) is pertinent for reliable safety
observations, enabling the continual improvement of automated systems. 49 Further research is
necessary in order to assess whether the intended DSSAD collects the necessary and sufficient data
to perform a reliable analysis of an incident or if additional information concerning the context of
the incident (rain, location, deceleration/acceleration in the 3D-axis, etc.) at what frequency is
needed. At first sight, most data seem to be present in the vehicle and there is no need to have
costly aviation-like blackboxes as reliable and technically and cost-performant systems are already
developed and in use e.g. by some insurance companies to grant lower insurance premiums. The
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confidentiality and integrity of data stored in such systems is an essential component of the design
required of manufacturers under the proposed regulation, with data older than the stipulated
timeframe being erased irretrievably. The proposed regulation contemplates that access to the data
will only be possible by authorised persons or agencies such as law enforcement for the purposes of
accident investigation, by use of a specialised data recovery tool. 50 These Data recorders are of
importance for the follow-up of the reproducibility and certification as well as who and in which
circumstances has access to the stored data in them.
For automated vehicles, exhaustive testing for possible faults is problematic, due to the gap
between the model and the real world. The continuous dynamics of automated vehicles are
complex. It is difficult for regulators to ascertain which traffic scenarios should be tested. Additional
challenges not relevant to traditional vehicles include; imperfect control algorithms, loss of
connection to infrastructure, conflict between driver’s instruction and faults within the system. 51
The combination of external conditions, vehicle conditions, actions of the driver, and other traffic
participants create an infinite number of possible scenarios. 52
Traffic sequence charts or catalogues may be useful in the process of developing automated
vehicles, to focus the regulator’s attention on the most relevant and critical scenarios. 53 Such
catalogues may help to structure the development process and provide a reference test
environment, providing the necessary reproducibility to achieve safer vehicles.

4.1.3 AUTOPILOT The application of project data to safety issues
AUTOPILOT testing took place across Europe and Korea using vehicles modified or created to
perform part or all of the driving task without input from a driver. The vehicles used in AUTOPILOT
fell within the highly automated range operating between SAE levels 3-5 as depicted below:

Figure 4 Level of Automated Driving
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4.1.3.1 Methodology
For the purposes of considering the role of AUTOPILOT data in regulation, in particular the
certification of automated vehicles, we considered the Urban Driving use case and the data arising
from pilots conducted at Brainport, Netherlands and Versailles, France.
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The 3 pillars certification approach presented in the previous section has been applied to
development and piloting of the Use Cases in AUTOPILOT.
Urban Driving involved vehicles driving autonomously between dedicated points, and the use case
required the vehicle to encounter vulnerable road users (VRU) whilst in automated mode,
whereupon on-board sensors and/or IoT were designed to detect and adapt the vehicles’ speed and
direction to safely avoid VRU. In Brainport the test involved iterations of an automated vehicle
passing a crowd of people at a university campus. In Versailles, the vehicle was directed to drive
between specified locations forming part of a tourist route in the city, where the vehicle
encountered both a pedestrian and a cyclist. The Versailles case was particularly relevant for
considering the effect of IoT in the use of automated vehicles, as it involved iterations where IoT was
used, and similar iterations where IoT was disabled, and VRU were detected only via on-board
sensors such as cameras. For the IoT enabled iterations in Versailles a pedestrian was equipped with
a smart-watch and mobile phone loaded with an application designed to alert the pedestrian. The
cyclist rode a bike fitted with an on-board unit designed to alert the cyclist of an oncoming vehicle.
The Urban Driving use case considered aspects relevant to the certification of highly automated
vehicles, including how efficiently the vehicle was able to identify and avoid VRU.
Research questions included;
1. Can VRU be detected and localised using smartphone detection?
2. Can the vehicle brake and take-over control using in-vehicle sensors?
3. Can the vehicle adapt its route based on crowd information?
Hypotheses tested included;
1. IoT will extend the detection of VRUs over longer distances (such as a blocked view of invehicle camera) and;
2. IoT will warn VRUs of an approaching vehicle.
These questions are relevant to the proposed 3 pillar approach, in particular, for considering what
type of critical and edge case scenarios may be necessary to include in the future certification of
automated vehicles.

4.1.3.2 Results
At Brainport, the vehicle changed route to avoid the crowd of people, based on data provided by a
Wi-Fi sniffing device searching for Wi-Fi probes or GNSS sensors within VRU devices, which was
forwarded to the IoT platform Crowd Estimation and Mobility Analytics (CEMA) via 3G and 4G
communication technologies. The IoT informed the automated systems about the size of the crowd,
ultimately caused the vehicle to change route. 55
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Figure 5 Iteration on the TU/e campus, Brainport

In Versailles, during the first round of iterations where the IoT was switched off, the vehicle was able
to detect the VRU with on-board sensors, however the detection was late and the braking occurred
abruptly when identifying a cyclist or pedestrian. The 90% angle at which the cyclist crossed in front
of the vehicle, proved challenging and braking was particularly hard in order to avoid the cyclist.
When the IoT was switched on, the vehicle obtained information earlier.

Figure 6 Test route in the castle's garden with a pedestrian who walks in front of the vehicle
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There was a marked difference to the reaction of the vehicle when data regarding the location and
proximity of the VRU was supplied via the IoT application and platform. When the cyclist’s device
was connected, the vehicle adapted its speed much earlier to allow for a smooth stop. 58

Figure 7 Test route of the AD in the castle's garden with a bicycle that crosses the road in front of the
59
vehicle

4.1.3.2 Lessons Learned relevant to future certification
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Reliance upon on-board sensors such as cameras, are not likely to be sufficient to ensure the safety
of the vehicle occupants and of the VRU, bringing also ethical questions like the Trolley Problem
studied by the MIT60. In order to provide automated vehicles with enough timely information to
adapt course or safely stop to avoid contact with VRU, multiple data sets may be required in the
form of IoT such as mobile phones, watches, roadside cameras and on-board cameras in a V2V and
V2X communication of data. It emphasises the importance of IoT for the safety of VRU, and suggests
a crucial role for IoT in the development of automated vehicles, and their certification.

4.1.4 The regulatory framework for prototype testing in Europe
The legal framework for type-approval exemptions and prototype tests differ in every European
Country, which impacts large scale tests such as AUTOPILOT. During the project, testing occurred in
5 European Countries (France, Finland, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain, testing also occurred in
South Korea), and each country applied a different legal framework. Throughout Europe, processes
for prototype testing vary, from self-certifying frameworks, to jurisdictions which administer a
permission-based process. In permission-based regimes such as that operated in the Netherlands
and Germany, the testing of automated vehicles on public roads may only occur within prescribed
parameters, once the vehicle itself, the location and specifications relating to the test are approved.
As there is no type-approval61 for automated vehicles in Europe, prescriptive authorities require
applicants to fulfil safety requirements for exemptions in respect of vehicle features which do not
meet type-approval. 62
In the example of the Brainport pilot site, all testing was overseen and approved by the Netherlands
national vehicle authority, the Rijks Dienst Wegverkeer (RDW).63 Testing approval was dependent
upon research partners providing the RDW with adequate information regarding each vehicle,
including how the vehicle departed from type-approval, the automated systems to be tested, while
addressing safety parameters set by the RDW. After a successful completion of a paper-based
application process, each vehicle operated in the Brainport use cases was physically inspected by the
RDW on a test track, with approval required prior to the research taking place.

4.1.4.1 Vehicle driving licences
The Netherlands is in the process of developing a driving licence for self-driving vehicles. The
concept of a licence focuses on the reproducibility and predictability of automated driving
behaviour, with a vehicle and security framework being produced to assess the reliability of the
technology.64 The RDW in conjunction with the Netherlands Exam Authority (CBR) and the
Netherlands Road Authority (RWS) are pioneering the software driving licence, so that the
automated driving system is tested in a manner similar to that of a human driver.65
A parallel can be drawn between this vehicle driving licence and the certification process of the
vehicle with the difference of the consideration, from a legal point of view, that the vehicle is also a
“driver”.

4.1.4.1 Cross border considerations
As there is no harmonised legal framework for the testing of prototype vehicles in Europe,
testing certificates issued by the RDW in respect of AUTOPILOT vehicles could not be
mutually recognised in other European countries. This did not present a problem for
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AUTOPILOT, as the testing of each pilot site took place within distinct legal jurisdictions, and
no vehicles were used in cross-border research. However, had the methodology involved
cross-border research, it would have been necessary for any vehicle approved by the RDW
in the Netherlands to be re-assessed and re-approved under the national, and regional
regimes of every country where it was intended to operate the vehicle. This can present
challenges for large-scale, cross-border testing across Europe. Although countries such as
the Netherlands have a national authority relevant to automated vehicle prototype testing,
regional and municipal authorities play a substantial role in the organisation and
authorisation of prototype tests, and this is often achieved separately to any national
regime in place. For example, once an application to test a prototype vehicle in the
Netherlands is received, the RDW negotiates the necessary permissions and infrastructure
arrangements with the appropriate local and municipal authorities in the Netherlands, of
which there are approximately 225. Each authority may refuse to participate in a proposed
automated vehicle test, and it is only once the relevant authority agrees that the testing
process operated by the RDW applies. Exemptions provided by the RDW are not mutually
recognised in any other country. However the RDW has stated it may recognise an
automated vehicle testing certificate from another jurisdiction, with such mutual
recognition being highly contingent on the individual case and the quality of the supporting
evidence.66 The lack of a cohesive legal framework for a prototype testing regime across
Europe potentially inhibits the development of automated vehicles.
There may be scope for establishing a minimum standard of prototype testing requirements
across Europe, to encourage large-scale cross-border testing. Such testing would
necessarily involve the cooperation of European authorities in the coordination of test
routes and infrastructure. There have been developments in respect of infrastructure
corridors throughout Europe, such as C-Roads, a joint initiative of European member states
for testing intelligent transport systems.67 However the necessity for duplicated legal
permissions for prototype testing persists, and should be addressed.
4.1.5 Conclusion on the regulatory aspects
In the event that automated vehicles are able to increase overall road safety by even a small
margin, this will reduce the number of road traffic accidents and fatalities, and provide a
substantial benefit to society. Drivers and members of the public are concerned about the
dangers of motor-vehicle accidents, and the introduction of technology with the potential to
improve this situation may be enhanced if the standards developed are reproducible, and
implemented with adequate regulation.
The adaptive strategy adopted by the UNECE and WP.29 is an appropriate method for the regulation

of automated vehicle, and IoT technologies. Success will depend upon a flexible regime to
permit improvements once developments have been made, while maintaining enough
stability to provide public confidence in the safety and utility of the technology. The
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aviation industry provides important instruction as to how automated vehicle regulators
may approach some issues of safety, and the development of an automated vehicle driving
licence as contemplated by the Netherlands, may be a critical development in maintaining
reliable standards. Improvements to technology will depend upon the quality of prototype
testing in Europe, which may be encouraged by a more cohesive framework for crossborder pilots. AUTOPILOT highlights the indispensability of IoT in the development of safe
automated vehicles, and lessons learned can be reflected upon in the future development
of the certification framework.

4.2

Liability

A new product or a new service is always questioning new liability issues. Within this context,
automated driving implies several new liability problems:

What is the
type of this
damage?

•New problem
concerning the potential
immaterial damages
such as data breach,
cybercriminality etc.

What is the
reason of
this damage
occurs?

Who is
responsible
of this
damage?

•New problem of
diversity of stakeholders
involving in a damage

•New problem of share of
liability between
different stakeholders

Figure 8 Liability - issues questioning

4.2.1 Introduction & Methodology: New paradigm of liability?
Legally speaking, the liability is defined by three cumulative elements, which represent the process
of damage creation. They will allow identification of the responsible stakeholder, who will be at the
origin of the event giving rise of the damage either by fault or by negligence.
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These three elements are the following:

Figure 9 Liability new paradigm - 3 elements

These three elements are the basic criteria to determine liability in case of any damage. Once these
three elements are clearly defined, liability can be attributed accordingly. As such, driving accidents,
whether or not they involve an automated vehicle, answer to the same logical process in order to
define liability of stakeholders.
Within this legal framework, the liability will be studied in this chapter following these three liability
criteria.
4.2.1.1.
Damage in case of driving accidents
In traditional driving, accidents can have different consequences:
- Material breach (destruction or alteration of the vehicle, public infrastructures or products
within the vehicle or on the road);
- Moral harm (psychological impact, loss of time, profit, money or future);
- Personal injury (on drivers, passengers, pedestrians or any other).
In connected and automated driving, accidents will have similar consequences, except for moral
harms which could be more various as for example loss of data, privacy breach, security breach, data
breach, etc.
4.2.1.2.
Event giving rise to damage in case of driving accidents
In traditional driving, accidents are normally caused by the following events:
 Human negligence or fault (including drivers, passengers and pedestrians), but it becomes
more complex as explained in 4.2.2. with the automated system;
 Defective vehicles (including embedded products and parts of the vehicle - Council Directive
85/374/EEC of 25 July 198568 clearly outlines liability for defective products), for which the
delineation of responsibility is not easily identifiable as described in section 4.2.3 (different
stakeholders can be at the origin of an event giving rise to a defective vehicles);
 Problems with road infrastructure (including malfunctioning traffic lights and incorrect road
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signs), especially today with the integration of IoT connectivity and software as mentioned in
section 4.2.4 (different stakeholders can be at the origin of a fault and a negligence giving
rise to a problem with road infrastructure).
In connected and automated driving, accidents will also be caused by these aforementioned events,
but some new causes could also lead to an accident as for example connectivity problems, lack of
update or maintenance, etc.
4.2.1.3.
Causal link between the damage and the event giving rise to the damage in case of
driving accidents
In traditional driving, causal link between accidents and the fault or negligence of stakeholders is
quite straightforward and direct. A fault or negligence will have an impact, which will lead to an
accident.
In automated driving, causal link will be more difficult to identify because the event itself giving rise
to the damage will be more complex and could imply virtual stakeholders as for example artificial
intelligence, software, etc. integrated into the automated system.
As such, connected and automated driving is undoubtedly complicating the attribution of liability in
case of an accident because it involves a number of additional stakeholders and factors in the
equation and at times blurs the distinction between the human and the vehicle. Here, we
recommend to use a liability principle as a “liability tree” where the vehicle provider is the trunk,
taking the liability from the driver in first line. This liability cannot be escaped. Afterwards, the first
line of liability can go a second line as branches of the tree, liability this second line cannot escape.
And so it can go on towards other branches. The analogy with a tree is preferred than the one of a
cascade where there is the sensation of a flow and possibility to escape.
This causal link is already to be assessed during the certification process, as reproducibility principle,
with the 3 pillars approach described in section 4.1.2.5.
4.2.1.4.
Methodology to analyse survey results on the basis of liability concept
After this legal explanation concerning liability, the three aforementioned elements will be used as
grounds for the following reasoning about automated driving and liability.
Each part of this reasoning will follow the same logical:
- Explanation of the issue identified in this part;
- Analyse of survey results relating to this issue;
- Recommendations on this issue.
The survey results highlighted three different dichotomous relating to three specific issues:
1/ Dichotomy between human and automated system relating to the new issue of automation.
2/ Dichotomy between manufacturing sand design defects relating to the product liability applied to
the automated driving.
3/ Dichotomy between software and connectivity relating to the emergence of IoT.
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4.2.1.5.
Liability concept and Vienna Convention
As reported in D5.469 part “Automated vehicles legislation overview”, according to the Vienna
Convention70 “the driver must always be in control of their vehicle” during the driving, settling the
liability of the driving solely on the driver. Further according to D5.4, in the 2014 UNECE
Amendment, it evolved towards “the driver must be ready to take over the driving functions”. So, the
driver remains responsible even if he is helped in his driving by some Advanced Driver-Assistance
Systems (ADAS).
Though, thanks to automation, a part of this liability is considered to be transferred to the
automated vehicle. To be more precise, it can be transferred to the vehicle provider that did deliver
the vehicle as “product”, according to the Product Liability Directive71.
In the current circumstances, it is important to note that there are preliminary discussions in order
to review the Product Liability Directive with position papers72,73 available in order to extend the
product liability to services as software. In all cases, through this extension or by considering that
software is embedded in the vehicle, which is a product, there is the structuration of the liability in
cascade where, in first instance, the vehicle provider, mainly the vehicle manufacturer, is the liable
entity in the first line, in an automated vehicle. We will now go into more details about the potential
issues.

4.2.2 Automation: Driver/owner vs. Automated system
Artificial intelligence will be an important part of automated vehicles because of the involvement of
the automated system in the decision-making process. As such, the liability issue for artificial
intelligence would be to define the distinction between implication of the driver and of the
automated system in the accident. This distinction will be the legal ground to delineate
responsibilities of each stakeholder, and especially of the driver and of the automated system (IT
developers).
4.2.2.1.
Explanation of the issue
Within this framework, we can summarize three situations for which the driver/owner has several
identities inside the vehicle:


Driver when he has the full control of the vehicle (corresponding to the level 0 in figure 4):
o The automated system is not used or not available into the vehicle;
o All driving decisions made in this situation are the result of the driver;
o The event giving rise of the damage is the sole result of the driver fault or
negligence74.
o The causal link will be identified between the accident and the driver;
o Liability will be delineated as before.



Driver supported by the automated system (corresponding to the levels ranging 1 to 3 in
figure 4):
There are 2 cases:
o Case 1: The automated system is used at the discretion of the driver with the
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possibility for the driver to recover the control of the vehicle (“automation on
demand”).
Case 2: The automated system automatically supports the driver with the possibility
for the driver to deactivate it by acting differently (“automation by default”).
In both cases:
 The decisions made in these situations are done by the automated system;
 The event giving rise of the damage is the result of the automated system at
the driver’s demand or automatically by the automated system itself;
 The causal link will be more complex to identify, but it seems to be between
the accident and the automated system except in some exceptions where
the driver is at the origin of the event giving rise of the accident:
 Exception 1: The driver has requested the support of the automated
system in a situation not in compliance with the recommendations
of use of the automated system.
 Exception 2: The driver has requested the support of the automated
system after a fault or negligence of the driver giving rise of the
accident.
 Exception 3: The automated system has supported automatically the
driver after a fault or a negligence of the driver. This action of the
automated system giving rise of an accident but less serious than
the one caused by the fault or the negligence of the driver.
 It seems that the liability issue will be intrinsically linked to the content of
the terms of use and the liability limitations of the automated system.
 In case the automated system has caused the first event giving rise of the
accident, the possibility for the driver to deactivate the automated system
does not seem to impact the liability delineation. The difficulty here is to
consider the relationship between the driver and the automated vehicle.
How should responsibility to override the automated system be delineated?
 Liability will be attributed to the manufacturer of the automated system,
except if a fault of the driver is proved.

Driver becoming passenger because of the full control of the vehicle by the automated
system (corresponding to the levels ranging 4 to 5 in figure 4):
o The automated system automatically takes the control of the vehicle with the
possibility for the driver to deactivate if needed (“automation by default”);
o The decisions made in this situation are only the result of the automated system
itself.
o The event giving rise of the damage is the sole result of the automated system.
o The causal link will be identified between the accident and the automated system
except in some exceptions as for example:
 Example of exception: The automated system has automatically taken the
control of the vehicle after a fault or a negligence of the driver. This action
of the automated system giving rise of an accident but less serious than the
one caused by the fault or the negligence of the driver.
o Even if the causal link between the accident and the automated system will be
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identified, the problem is to clearly define where occurs the defect of the automated
system which is giving rise to the accident:
 Defect in development phase: the software is not well developed and will
conduct to an accident.
 Defect in performance phase: the machine-learning is bad trained by the
driver and will conduct to an accident. But what happens in case of
multiplicity of drivers?
How far will the system be completely representative of the driver or the IT
developer? Can the driver be liable if an accident results from a decision made by
the automated system that the driver would not have made? And how can the driver
prove that he would not have made such decision?
It seems that the liability issue will be again intrinsically linked to the content of the
terms of use and the liability limitations of the automated system.
Liability will be attributed to the manufacturer of the automated system, except if
fault or negligence of the driver is proved.

4.2.2.2.
Analyse of the survey results
In the survey results, it seems than the driver liability is considered less important than other
stakeholders such as automakers, connectivity and mobility service providers. For example, in case
of misuse or wrong data transfer, the survey shows no major liability of the driver in all cases
(breakdown of data integrity/misinformation, out-dated software applications, breach in data
privacy and general equipment failure).
Such result can be analysed on the business perspective, because it will not be viable for business to
put the responsibility on the driver. In fact, in case of such responsibility, the driver will need more
insurance covers, he will pay more for these services and driving a vehicle will become a luxury.
At the contrary if the responsibility is attributed to the automakers, connectivity and mobility service
providers, these stakeholders will try to delineate responsibilities into their agreements together.
Within this framework, the automaker, as client of other professional stakeholders, seems to be in
best economic position compared to the others and will be able to negotiate the agreements in his
favour. That is why, the responsibilities seem to be contractually attributed to the suppliers and
providers, which will also need more insurance for covering the potential damages being under their
responsibility under the agreements.
To be further researched and at least considered is the fact that users do not read usage manuals
with as potential recommendation the need for a specific training for the users of such a vehicle in
replacement or in complement of a driving license.
4.2.2.3.
Recommendations
 Concerning the automated system:
o Giving to the driver an easy and friendly-use option to deactivate the automated
system;
o Giving to the driver the possibility to deactivate the automated system by acting
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differently.
 Concerning the content of terms of use for the automated system:
o Clearly and faithfully informing the driver concerning the use of the automated
system;
o Defining in a transparent manner the obligations of the driver relating to the use of
the automated system;

4.2.3 Product liability: Manufacturing defect vs. Design defect
There are three major types of defects according to general legal theories:
- Marketing defect concerning the way a product was commercialised (for example the
product was sold with inappropriate warnings or instructions);
- Design defect concerning the way a product was thought out (for example the product did
not answer to its original function and each product designed will have the same defect);
- Manufacturing defect concerning the way a product was made (for example the product was
manufactured with a defect and only some products manufactured will have this defect).
4.2.3.1.
Explanation of the issue
Within this framework, it seems obvious than the type of defect will imply the liability. In fact,
liability will be attributed as follows:
- A marketing defect will be attributed to the person in charge of marketing, mainly the
original equipment manufacturer who commits a fault or negligence.
- A design defect will be attributed to the person in charge of design, mainly the original
equipment manufacturer or its subcontractors in case of specific pieces, except if they have
exactly followed the original equipment manufacturer’s specifications and requirements.
This defect will also be based on a fault or negligence because the product will be not used
for its original function.
- A manufacturing defect will be attributed to the person in charge of manufacturing, mainly
the subcontractors of the original equipment manufacturer, but not only as assembling
brings also its own manufacturing risk, whatever it is a fault or negligence (according to
product liability legislation).
The fact that manufacturing defect will occur even without any fault or negligence according to the
product liability legislation, will increase the cost for the stakeholders. As such, the direct
consequences are:
- The increase of potential costs for stakeholders;
- The increase of written recommendations, instructions and specifications between the
stakeholders;
- The increase of watchfulness of stakeholders on liability limitations and cap;
- The increase of insurance covers for stakeholders;
- The increase of vehicles price for the user.
Liability will depend on whether the flaw lies in manufacturing or in the design.
4.2.3.2.

Analyse of the survey results
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In the survey results, it seems that the delineation of liability inclines always in the same direction:
 Case of out-dated software applications: major responsibility of automakers and minor
responsibility for connectivity and mobility providers;
 Case of general equipment: major responsibility of automakers and equal responsibilities for
connectivity and mobility providers.
The automaker, as main contact of the vehicle user75, is clearly the person in charge to answer to the
buyer in case of defect. But even if the automaker seems more responsible according to the survey
results, he, as client of other professional stakeholders, seems to be in best economic position
compared to the others and will be able to negotiate the agreements in his favour. That is why, the
responsibilities seem to be contractually attributed to the suppliers and providers, which will also
need more insurance for covering the potential damages being under their responsibility under the
agreements.
4.2.3.3.
Recommendations
 Concerning the design defect:
o Using clear and transparent specifications;
o Clearly delineating responsibilities of each stakeholder relating to each part of the
specifications.
 Concerning the manufacturing defect:
o Clearly define the stakeholder in charge of manufacturing;
o Using a written process of manufacturing for easily and quickly finding a potential
defect.

4.2.4 IoT: Software vs. Connectivity
In another way than the automated vehicle, the connected vehicles will also impact liability. In fact,
the software embedded into the vehicle and their connection to the vehicle environment will extend
the possibility of defects and the potential liability relating to it.
4.2.4.1.
Explanation of the issue
Indeed, the difficulty would be to define where the defect occurs:
- Collection of data: software defect of the vehicle;
- Transmission in-out of data: connectivity defect or software defect of the road infrastructure
or the other vehicles in case of problem in collecting data by road infrastructures or the
other vehicles;
- Translation of data: software defect of the road infrastructure or of the other vehicles;
- Transmission out-in of data: connectivity defect or software defect of the vehicle in case of
problem in collecting data.
Such defect can occur because of a manufacturing defect or a design defect as explained before, or
also because of a lack of update. The problem of maintenance in case of software is very important
because of two different issues.
First one is the provision of the update. How transfer quickly the update to the user?
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Second is the time to perform the update. When is the best time to perform an update?
Automatically when the vehicle is off whatever the potential urgent situations of the user?
Automatically when the vehicle is on whatever the risk for the user? Or at the request of the user
with the risk that the user does not perform the update even if this is a major update?
4.2.4.2.
Analyse of the survey results
In the survey results, it seems that the delineation of liability is mixed between automakers and
connectivity and mobility providers:
 Case of breakdown of data integrity / misinformation: equal responsibility for all actors;
 Case of breach in data privacy: major responsibility of mobility providers and equal
responsibility for automakers and connectivity providers;
This mix seems logical in light of previous reasoning and the increase of potential accidents caused
by software and connectivity problems will enforce the automakers to precisely in detail the
authorized use of the software and infrastructure as well as the software development process. This
documentation will be a strong basis for the judge in case of legal suits after an accident.

4.2.4.3.
Recommendations
 Concerning the software:
o Clearly defining the software development process in order to find out the defect;
o Providing secure and easy-performed updates to the users.
 Concerning the connectivity:
o Limiting the use of connected vehicle within well connected areas;
o Delineating responsibilities of each stakeholder relating to potential connectivity
issues.
In some projects like EUEIP76, “Operational Design Domains” (ODD’s) have been introduced to define
the level of readiness of an area depending a.o. on their connectivity levels.

4.2.5 General recommendation: Management of causality chain and at the same time of
liability chain
In order to get some distance from this liability issue and having the ability to formalize
recommendations, it seems necessary to integrate this analysis into an international legal
framework, and especially into the application of Vienna Convention on road traffic.
First paragraph of Article 8 of Vienna Convention on road traffic of 8th November 1968 providing
that: “1. Every moving vehicle or combination of vehicles shall have a driver. […] 5. Every driver shall
at all times be able to control his vehicle or to guide his animals.” has been amended on 23rd March
2016 in order to add new 5bis paragraph such as:
“Vehicle systems which influence the way vehicles are driven shall be deemed to be in conformity
with paragraph 5 of this Article and with paragraph of Article 13, when they are in conformity with
the conditions of construction, fitting and utilization according to international legal instruments
concerning wheeled vehicles, equipment and parts which can be fitted and/or be used on wheeled
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vehicles. Vehicle systems which influence the way vehicles are driving and are not in conformity with
the aforementioned conditions of construction, fitting and utilization, shall be deemed to be in
conformity with paragraph 5 of this Article and with paragraph 1 of Article 13, when such systems
can be overridden or switched off by the driver.”
This amendment of Vienna Convention of 8th November 1968 shows the necessity to adapt the
regulation in order to integrate the new problems caused by the question of automated systems on
road traffic:
- First paragraph of this amendment: In this case, the liability seems to be transferred from
the driver to the automated system and at the same time to the stakeholders in charge of
the construction, fitting and utilization of the automated vehicle.
- Second paragraph of this amendment: In this case, the liability seems to be shared between
the automated system which causes the event giving rise to the eventual damage and the
driver who is able to override or switch off the automated system.
As aforementioned in this chapter, the automated driving will shake up the causality chain and at
the same time the liability chain between the different stakeholders. These chains will become more
and more complex in the future and the identification of each liability and the link between each of
them will be the result of a true precision work.
This work of identification shall be based on strong technical tools, which will allow to distinguish
each liability. One potential opportunity is the Blackbox or data recorder (which is a sophisticated
record device) just like what it is done in aircraft industry. This parallel with aircraft industry is
interesting for applying some principles to the automated and connected vehicles77, because aircraft
becomes more and more automated like cars. The article also refers to the “possibility for
manufacturers to escape liability when the defect is due to compliance with mandatory regulations”.
This brings forward the importance of crafting regulation which defines clear liability associated with
roles at each level of automation in order to foster trust and clarity of the user in the system.
This question of data storage system for automated driving is seriously studied by a working group in
UNECE78 in order to be able to trace the causality link in case of damage. These Blackboxes will allow
the definition of a hierarchy of liabilities between stakeholders for delineating and sharing
responsibilities. As mentioned earlier in section 4.1.2.5, it should be further investigated whether
the data foreseen in the EDR and DSSAD will be sufficient for the determination of the causality in an
incident case.
In a regional level (European Union), a group of consultants79 has expressed their opinions on
Blackboxes / in-vehicle data recorders to the Commission. According to this group, the Blackboxes
“can be used in cars and commercial transport as a valuable research tool to monitor or validate new
safety technology, to establish human tolerance and to record impact speeds” or “to influence
driving behaviour and facilitate forms of automatic policing (100% surveillance of all traffic
offences)”. But even more important, the investigation of the circumstances of an accident will be a
very valuable source of information to help perfecting the technology, the road infrastructure, the
connectivity, the drivers or operators themselves. This is thus recommended for continued
improvement.
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Two different type of in-vehicle recorders are distinguished (both interesting for liability issues):
- crash data recorders collecting data over a period before and after a crash (which allows to
identify liability in case of damage)  such recorders are already used in different countries,
especially for commercial transport;
- journey data recorders collecting data concerning driving behaviour and law infringements
(which allows to identify liability of driver in case of machine-learning automated system
involved in a damage)  such recorders are already used, especially in European Union with
tachographs.
The major recommendation is to adapt the concept of Blackbox for automated vehicles with
collecting data which will trace the damage to identify the causality chain and like so the liability
chain. Several countries, as for example Germany or United Kingdom, have already indicated their
will to made data recorders mandatory in automated vehicles.

4.2.6 Conclusion: What new for insurance to cover liabilities?
Even if driving habits will change and introduce a hybrid environment (including more shared
liabilities), most of driving accidents will still occur in “traditional” mode in the near future, but
certain new kind of crashes could also occur. For example, pedestrians might quickly become
accustomed to the increased safety provided by the automatic braking system such as the reduction
of noise of electric vehicle. Thus, in case one automated vehicle did not act in the way that could be
expected, they could be seriously injured. Therefore, along with the development of automated
driving systems, it is essential that education and awareness not only of drivers, but of all street
users are increased.
Nevertheless, the driving habits change (and especially automated driving) might quantitatively
reduce the number of crashes. By limiting or even eliminating the element of human errors,
recourse to driverless cars is forecast to reduce motor accidents considerably, thus diminishing the
number of small insurance claims due to human distraction: however, the remaining claims due to
e.g. manufacturers’ bugs will probably be the biggest and fatal ones. That might imply a substantial
impact on the insurance industry and its business model.
Within this context, new forms of insurance might arise. First, manufacturers will probably need to
insure against the potential for failure through software bugs, memory overflow, and algorithm
defects (and the resulting massive liability). Secondly, as cars become more automated and
incorporate more hardware, software and depend also on external data, insurance against cyber
theft, ransomware, hacking, and the misuse of information related to automobiles can become vital.
Finally, as driverless cars will probably shrink the motor insurance risk pool, additional reinsurance
activity may be seen in the motor market.
Where liability has to be shared between various parties it follows that insurance matters will
become more complex. The intricacies of whether the fault is assigned to the vehicle manufacturer,
the owner, the software provider, or the maker of a specific piece of equipment will impact
insurance recovery. Also, it is likely that in the future most fully automated vehicles will not be
owned by individuals, but by other service providers (such as ride-sharing services) which will act as
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new risk takers. It seems quite obvious than fleet and leasing will increase in the future in parallel
with the price explosion of vehicles and insurances.

4.3

Data Sharing

4.3.1 Methodology
The following section reviews the current research and already established regulations concerning
data sharing topics e.g. from the standpoint of an IT-service provider.

4.3.2 Data privacy
The leading trend and future development gurus predict that the digital future cannot develop
successfully without taking account of people’s concerns. The futurist Matthias Horx talks about the
megatrend of “mindfulness” for the next five to ten years and predicts a “rehumanization” of the
Internet. Adapting early on to current and upcoming developments with data protection solutions is
crucial. For instance, companies and organizing need to set out principles for big data solutions and
the Internet of Things to make their future products successful.

Data privacy is no obstacle to the successful marketing of data-based business models; on the
contrary, the competent use of data privacy-compliant solutions gives customers confidence, as
a key prerequisite for the successful marketing of data-driven business models. Considering the
aspects of data privacy law in conjunction with business models that use analysis techniques,
existing data and/or freely available data and/or purchased data to add value and create new
knowledge is crucial for building future business. Marketing this newly created knowledge is the
basis for business models.
Topics such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and automation play a pivotal role here, because they
create mass data. Big data technologies, modern data analysis techniques and artificial
intelligence for evaluating, interpreting and refining data are the principal tools used in datadriven business models.
Big data analyses draw data from a wide range of sources. Much of this data touches on the
personal sphere and allows a wide range of conclusions to be drawn, both directly and
indirectly, about the circumstances and behaviour of data subjects. The key is to strike the right
balance between the interests of individuals in protecting their personal data, and the interests
of companies or authorities in using new analysis techniques. This presupposes that companies
and authorities operate transparently and in compliance with data privacy regulations.

4.3.3 Big data and privacy
The ever-increasing numbers of networks connecting people, devices and sensors is allowing a
seemingly infinite amount of data to be collected, stored, processed and analysed. With cars
becoming connected as part of the internet of things, the potential of data collection and big data
analytics grows even more. This of course has major repercussions for privacy issues especially with
respect to the abuse of personal data. It also has an impact on the actual possibility of sharing data
and reusing them. If not correctly designed a tremendous waste of data could be envisaged.
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Under the existing regulatory drafts, the competitive disadvantage for telecommunications
providers in Europe remains in sub segments. Including the over-the-top service providers (such
as WhatsApp and Skype) in future is only part of the solution. Compared with the General Data
Protection Regulation, telecommunications providers face much tighter constraints on
processing data. As a result, the telecommunications sector will have fewer opportunities to
exploit big data applications than other sectors of the economy. After all, metadata can only be
processed with the customer’s consent under the current draft of the planned e-Privacy
Regulation. Unlike in the General Data Protection Regulation, data cannot be further processed
using pseudonyms for compatible purposes. As such, various service models, which the user
could find useful, but which are not feasible with anonymous data, cannot be offered: These
may include products for looking for a parking space, accident prevention services, on-demand
TV programming or tele-monitoring services in the health care segment or usage based
insurance and assistance as well as other safety/security services such as Stolen Vehicle
Recovery.
MNO’s, for example Deutsche Telekom, increasingly uses big data technologies to determine
the likelihood of its network components failing, and to support troubleshooting. These
initiatives aim to provide greater availability of network and other services, as well as reducing
faults in the entire communications infrastructure. To ensure data-privacy conformity of these
kinds of analyses, the individual measures were coordinated closely with Group Privacy.
Basically, the analyses tend to involve assessing technical parameters of products and of the
individual components in the local loop. This kind of data is not associated with any given
individual and is assessed in accordance with certain fault patterns to enable conclusions to be
drawn on the infrastructure vitality; this data can, however, not provide any statement on the
failure probability or fault in the customer-related portion of the local loop.
Customer traffic and usage data is accessed solely on the basis of § 100 German
Telecommunications Act (Telekommunikationsgesetz – TKG) to eliminate errors and faults,
taking into account the current version of the draft Regulation on Privacy and Electronic
Communications (Art. 6 (1b)). The first step involves verifying whether the purpose behind
processing this data complies with the legal provisions and the data is used to eliminate errors
and faults. The second step involves providing an analysis based on pseudonymized data, or
where specific faults reported by customers exist, based on plain data. Big data analyses are
therefore completed in this context with
 Technical parameters without any association with a given individual,
 Anonymized data, or
 Pseudonymized data, or
 Plain data (where specific customer-related faults exist)

4.3.4 Personalised services versus privacy infringement
Collecting, storing and other processing operations of personal data are essential in order to provide
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a personalised mobility. A connected car can access data from a range of sources but when the
grounds for processing data is consent and the data is not used strictly for the purpose for which the
owner gave consent, it could give rise to serious legal issues. Similarly, if the data is not used solely
for the stated purposes, legal problems could arise.
1. Privacy and Security Assessment process (PSA process) –a core element in safeguarding
security and data privacy at telecommunication companies.
2. The standardized process implements security and data privacy requirements as part of
product and system development, ensuring greater transparency, improved project support,
and a suitable level of protection for the products, services, platforms, and IT applications
through compliance with requirements for data privacy and security.
3. The PSA process has enabled us to put in place the foundation for uniform support in
relation to security and data privacy issues. All development projects and system releases
that create or change IT or NT systems are categorized, taking into account the data being
processed, attack vulnerability from the public Internet (hereinafter referred to as
criticality), and complexity.
4. Security and data privacy experts provide ongoing consulting and review functions for highly
critical and complex projects and system releases. Before such projects go live, they need to
be expressly approved.

4.3.5 Legal questions and risks
Allen & Overy (2017) point out some of the legal questions and risks linked to data collection and
usage:
 Customer awareness: Transparency and purpose limitation specifications in data protection
laws require customers to be informed about exactly how their data will be used and to get
their permission to use their data for that purpose.
 Data minimisation: The concept of data minimisation states that there should be minimal
data processing and that data should only be stored until necessary. The “Privacy by Design”
principle of the GDPR, which states that data protection safeguards must be put in place
from the very beginning, also seeks to find a balance between the contrary forces of data
minimisation and big data. Nevertheless, data minimization has to be balanced with data
quality in order to deliver service quality needed for the deployment of big data.
 Storing and processing data under EU law: Since the transfer of personal data outside of the
EEA is restricted, the partners involved must have a compliance framework to be able to
share data across national borders within the bounds of the law. The framework must
eventually extend beyond data exchange between EU Member States for global compliance.
Therefore, customers have to be informed and give permission about any of their data being
stored in Non-EU countries.
 Good data governance: An individual’s vehicle speed, performance and location could be
used for public benefit in the complete overall scheme of a connected vehicle system. It
would be useful to define standards that make it impossible to identify individuals to enable
the use of such anonymized data In any case of private data used by service provider written
permission is required, e.g. for customers that wish Usage Based Insurance solutions.
The GDPR imposes severe penalties on firms that fail to comply and put consumer data privacy at
risk. In order to conform with privacy legislation, especially the GDPR for instance, all participants80
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in the IoT and automotive sectors will have to take adequate measures to avoid risks of privacy
infringement. Using cloud-based IoT connectivity for AD can magnify the benefits of connected and
automated driving and provide a truly personalised and secure automated driving experience. Due
diligence will be especially needed for access control for the IoT cloud, data anonymization and
encryption, and matters of data ownership, etc. must be clearly defined81. Code of conducts are
highly advisable for both enabling data transfer, demonstrate compliance and accountability.
All 4 topics listed, must be considered in the AD use case context, i.e. use cases which are safety
critical and those which are addressing comfort aspects of mobile service delivery. Data
segmentation includes privacy concerns but also public security. The following data segments can be
considered as relevant for such an AD use case analysis linked to GDPR:
a) Passive speed data from GNSS satellite receivers collecting data inside the vehicle:
This data is linked to a device and not to a driver, as long as the device is not installed into
the vehicle. If agreed on, personal data can be included into the sent out data streams, e.g.
insurance related personal data. (Only uplink or for coaching purposes, or positive incentive
purposes; it enables the raise of other business models).
b) Active speed data from sensors inside the vehicle, e.g. wheel sensor:
Usually, this data is linked to the vehicle identification number (VIN) via CAN Bus and
communication modules. Compared to the unspecified and passive GNSS receiver, active
data is more critical as GNSS speed tracks are not seamless and are only linked to the mobile
device. In case of GNSS equipped smartphone, drivers can switch them off any time and
have non-seamless speed tracks in an external server. (Uplink & Downlink)
c) Other passive sensor data from mobile devices with or without SIM cards:
such data is not directly linked via connectivity module to the vehicle. These so called
nomadic devices have the same characteristics with regards to data privacy as the above
mentioned speed data. There are no seamless sensor data tracks possible and smart big data
filter technology have to be applied in order to generate valid data for business purposes,
e.g. for customer centric data analysis of travel or driving behaviour via big data AI
algorithms. (Only Downlink)
d) Active sensor data from the vehicle sent out via communication module to a third-party
server with no safety relevance:
This category includes acceleration behaviour indicating the quality of traffic management or
road infrastructure or data exchange between the vehicle’s navigation system (POIs) and
driver behaviour relative to these POIs, e.g. the frequency of stops in POI listed shopping
malls. As CAN-Bus data is linked to the VIN, the data can be abused for advertisement
purposes, nevertheless no direct harm or damage is causes. From GDPR point of view, data
has to be anonymized before it is sent out. (Uplink / Downlink)
e) Active sensor data from the vehicle sent out via communication module to a third-party
server with safety relevance:
This includes all available sensor data, which is sent to a server in case of an emergency call
(uplink e-Call default). VIN and personal data are required, e.g. blood type. Except of e-Call,
all type of sensor data detecting instable driving behaviour forcing the vehicle to drive
anonymously. In this case, personal data has to be shared in order to initiate accident
prevention. Here GDPR is fulfilled as long as the driver agrees aforehand to share his data in
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f)

such cases.
Video data (uplink) and teleoperated driving (up- and downlink):
All data which allows pattern recognition and personal identification has to be analysed
carefully in order to avoid any potential abuse. In Hamburg for example, the installed
infrared cameras cannot be used for face recognition algorithms, whereas video cameras
were rejected by the public authorities due to privacy concerns. In other countries, these
privacy concerns may not apply, e.g. P.R. China, nevertheless other regulatory frameworks
for AD services and data distribution apply.

The given examples show that data segmentation can be developed from many different angles,
where security concerns are an important aspect of segmentation. But other aspects, such as sensor
type (active, passive, vehicle-centric or nomadic) or others might have the same relevance for
setting up appropriate data segments and categories of GDPR relevance. As GDPR is in place no
longer than recently, new data standards and categories have to be formulated and agreed on taking
concerns of all parties into account: private and public sector, industry and consumer markets.
During the AUTOPILOT Large Scale Pilots, everything was prepared to collect technical data for
further analysis and evaluation, according to the WP4 guideline82. Even though no personal name
was collected for the testing nor for evaluation purposes83, we cannot prevent that by combining
several sources of information, like geolocalisation and external video cameras, personal data could
be spotted although such a risk is minimized and would mean that the threat would be an internal
threat due to the need to have access to such sources of information. This is the reason why we
recommend that Privacy-enhancing and privacy-preserving techniques to be used in case of IoT
usage.

4.3.6 Privacy-enhancing and privacy-preserving techniques
Several EU projects funded under ICT-18-201684, ICT-14-2016-201785 and ICT-15-2016-201786 have
addressed the privacy-enhancing and privacy-preserving issues in the context of the acquisition,
analysis, curation, storage and usage of big data. As many datasets generated from AUTOPILOT are
IoT-enabled and can be easily integrated with other big data sources, these privacy enhancing and
preserving techniques should be considered (and preferably used) in the AUTOPILOT project 87.
The e-SIDES project88 carried out a comprehensive literature review of eleven privacy-enhancing and
privacy-preserving technologies which are briefly summarised as follows.
1. Anonymisation: Encrypting or removing personally identifiable information from datasets by
using full de-identification models such as k-anonymity, l-diversity, t-closeness and
differential privacy.
2. Sanitisation: Encrypting or removing sensitive information from datasets by using
sanitisation techniques such as masking data, substitution, shuffling and number variance.
3. Encryption: Big data applications require fine grade sharing policies using cryptographic
primitives include ABE, IBE, PRE and functional encryption.
4. Multi-party computation (MPC): Distributing data and processing tasks over multiple parties
to allow securely computing the result of any function without revealing the input data.
5. Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC): Supporting fine grained access control policies in big
data based on attributes that are evaluated at run-time.
6. Automated policy enforcement mechanisms: Focusing on the enforcement of rules for the
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

use and handling of resources to ensure that data policies do not get lost or neglected in the
course of data being transferred between different systems.
Accountability: Providing the provision of automated and scalable control and auditing
processes that can evaluate the level of compliance with policies.
Data provenance: Attest the origin and authenticity of information.
Transparency: Explicating information collection and processing to allow data subjects
informed choices.
Access and portability: facilitating the use and handling of data in different contexts, and
enabling data subjects to change service providers without losing their data.
Users control: Specifying and enforcing rules for data use and handling by using consent
mechanisms, privacy preferences, sticky policies and personal data stores.

More recently, two EU big data-focused projects (i.e. NOESIS and LeMO) are identifying and
addressing the potential privacy and security concerns. NOESIS focuses on the assessment of
possible areas of misuse and potential danger that arise with the implementation of big data
generation and technologies in the field of transport. LeMO aims to bring crucial issues linked to
privacy, data security and legal aspects to the forefront, paving the way for future legal framework
for the collection and exploitation of big data in transport. So far, no deliverables have been
published, although at company level, all GDPR relevant documents are publicly available so that
suppliers can implement them in advance and become compliant to the regulations. However, the
AUTOPILOT Task 4.6 team will work closely with these projects to ensure that their relevant outputs
are taken into account when handling the IoT-enabled personal data.

4.3.7 Data-driven Insurance
As interconnection of intelligent transport systems necessarily implies the collection, processing and
transfer of huge amounts of data, it will be vital for insurance companies to have access to such data
in order to provide better services and be able to provide a full coverage for all the actors involved
and the risks they are subject to.
In this context, regulation the field of in-vehicle access to data should make a careful and clear
distinction between customer provided data (i.e. personal data of the driver and passengers of the
automated vehicle, such as data concerning localization, mobile synchronization) and vehiclegenerated data (mostly technical data). Thus, while customer provided data, as personal data, shall
be subject to the GDPR (with all the relevant consequences e.g. in terms of legal basis of the
processing), all (non-personal) vehicle-generated data shall be freely processed outside the scope of
the GDPR; all the more so, considering that some subjects (such as insurers) need free access to
these data in order to better fulfil their contractual obligations towards their client with a clear and
explicit consent request, enabling trust through transparency. Another point that regulators should
take into account in the field of access to data in the context of intelligent transport systems is the
need to ensure interoperability between data generated by connected/automated vehicles and
infrastructure in the so-called “smart-roads”. In order for interconnection of intelligent transport to
be fully effective, as well as for insurance to truly become data-driven, it is essential that universal
and binding standards are set.
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4.3.8 Results
For MNOs and IT service providers the acceptance of IOT products is closely linked to personal data
protection, which is why these organizations introduced strict PSA procedure and decided to publish
them in open web-sites. When the grounds for processing data is consent and the data is not used
strictly for the purpose for which the owner gave consent, it could give rise to serious legal issues.
We recommend that the consent shall therefore be very explicit and include the ability to process
data with regards to provision of personalized services. It should be the data subject’s decision to
allow it or not.
Here at stake is data protection by default. Note that while directive 46/95 referred to the right to
privacy. Regulation 679/2016 refers to data protection changing altogether the fundamental right of
primary reference in the Treaty (charter of fundamental rights). All the language in the regulation
now refers to data protection rather than to privacy.
For now, it is important to summarize the findings of the before mentioned data sharing topics once
the gathering of information is complete and to detailing more the regulations concerning ePrivacy
activities.

4.4

Cybersecurity

The legal stakes around data security are extremely high for connected and automated driving.
Cybersecurity breaches would have major legal and business consequences for car manufacturers,
other equipment makers, service providers, mobile network operators and all other stakeholders.

4.4.1 Key Principles
The following list provides some key principles related to cybersecurity in vehicular systems.
-

Defence in depth for the highest risk threats. Threat mitigation should not rely on only a
single cybersecurity control while leaving other vulnerabilities could let opened a door to
hack and exploit the system if the primary cybersecurity control is penetrated.

-

Protect sensitive data and personally identifiable information. PII stored on the vehicle
should be protected, and access to the data stored should be controlled and limited. To
reach the previous mentioned the next points should be followed.

-

o

Ask to the responsible of the data before collecting or transferring it.

o

Prevent unauthorized access from third parties by protecting data stored in access
control lists.

o

Limit the default access settings.

No permission to make changes to calibrations or software that have not been analysed and
tested.
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-

Least privilege principle, all the components should run with the fewest possible
permissions.

-

Vehicle owners should not be capable, intentionally or unintentionally, to make
unauthorized changes to the system that could introduce potential vulnerabilities. Some
ways that can introduce vulnerabilities in the system are for example.
o

Change calibration settings or software to get different powertrain performance
features.

o

Software provided by devices such as USBs, Bluetooth-paired phones, etc. These
devices may attempt to install not controlled features via the vehicle’s
entertainment systems. All the software installations must be informed to the users
and agreed.

4.4.2 Analysis of evaluation methodologies
The process of evaluation of the cybersecurity of the system has not only one way of being
performed. It depends on the characteristics of the system itself or the accuracy to be achieved
using the evaluation.
In this chapter, a set of evaluation methodologies recommended by the SAE J3061 or other
guidelines is analysed. The most used methods in research projects are EVITA, HEAVENS, OCTAVE,
OWASP and FERMA. Each of these methods has its advantages and its disadvantages according on
the purpose in which they are used. In the next lines, the overview of the most recommended
methods to perform a TARA is depicted:
-

EVITA: One of the most common TARA methods used in the research projects and
recommended in the SAE J3061. It is consisted by a set of top companies in the automotive
industry. This methodology provides a detailed procedure for the computation of the risk
score for each discovered threat according to a set of predefined rules. The main idea of this
project was to design a vehicle architecture protected against tampering and maintain the
sensitive data protected against compromise89. The EVITA project considers threat
identification and threat classification. In the threat identification the idea is to consider a
generic scenario in which is possible to identify the cybersecurity threats. Once the threats
are correctly identified, each threat could be classified according to its class, motivation,
attacker capabilities, etc. All these threat features will influence a final degree of criticality.

-

HEAVENS: This methodology is focused in the methods, processes and tools for the
identification of the threats and risk assessment. The main idea of the project is to provide a
systematic methodology which would get accurate results after threat identification and risk
assessment processes. The main features of this method are: Applicable to a extend variety
of vehicles, provide references between security attributes and threats during analysis, and
finally, the model refers the security objectives with the impact each threat has. The phases
of the HEAVENS security model are: Threat Analysis, Risk Assessment and security
requirements.
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-

OCTAVE is best suited for enterprise information security risk assessments. OCTAVE is
especially good at bringing together stakeholders with system experience and subject
matter experts with security experience through a progressive series of workshops to
develop a thorough organizational and technological view of the problem domain. A series
of detailed worksheets are completed in the workshops to identify assets, current practices,
Cybersecurity requirements, threats, and vulnerabilities and then to develop a strategy and
plan for mitigating risks and protecting assets.

-

FERMA is used to manage the threats and opportunities to organizations within acceptable
limits. The principles of risk management are identifying, measuring and preparing for any
events that could interfere with the organization’s plans. Enterprise risk management (ERM)
is a strategy that applies these concepts across the whole organization. FERMA can be
adapted to identify risks on cybersecurity and plan according to the level of the risk
identified.

Each method has its advantages. The FERMA method is simpler than EVITA method but has the
advantage of assign a severity level from LOW to HIGH. In the other hand, EVITA method is detailed
and provides eight levels of severity from S0 to S4, where S0 means there are not risks of being
affected under the evaluated threat, and S4 represents a risky threat for multiple vehicles. EVITA
method also classifies the risk according to fur different classes: safety, operational, financial and
privacy. FERMA method is preferable to use for this project as it is not specific for vehicles. For this
reason, there is a clear advantage of the FERMA method over EVITA, OCTAVE or HEAVENS method if
the threat affects IoT devices and not only the vehicle itself.

4.4.3 Evaluation Methodology
The cybersecurity objectives for IoT are focused on providing Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability to the system. The first step in a cybersecurity evaluation is the identification of potential
cybersecurity issues. This phase starts with the feature definition in which the technology is studied.
The study consists on the elaboration of a report about the used technologies in the system. This
report considers communication channels, communication protocols, hardware, etc.
In the second step, initiation of cybersecurity plan, the report exposes the state of the art of the
cybersecurity threats related to the features of the system. Threats regarding to back-end services,
communication channels, updates, unintended human actions, external connectivity and
connections.
In the third step, the threat analysis risk assessment is the method to compute the risk according to
the possible threats. The recommended method for computing the risk is the FERMA90 standard
approach. The TARA can use different method as is evaluated in 4.4.1 as example is defined the
FERMA method. This method permits to compute in a standard way the risk score according to
different grades of severity. Each threat detected in previous steps must be evaluated using this
method.
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Table 1 FERMA Standard

In the fourth step, the cybersecurity concept consists in the development of the security plan for the
threat study, threat prevention and threat mitigation. This phase could include a definition of a
penetration test plan as a security check, draw the route map to be followed according to the known
threats and the score risk they have. The threats should be analysed, and the risk should be
considered in order to determine the actions and countermeasures to be applied. The idea is to
isolate the elements that are the source of the problem. When the source of the problem is known,
the process continues classifying the problem into: hardware, protocols, interfaces, channels of
communication, encryption key failure, etc. Taking into account the source of the problem, the
cybersecurity concept will provide some options to solve or mitigate the problem to reduce the risk
to the minimum possible.
Finally, the cybersecurity assessment consists of the process to execute the security tests and apply
the security concept. Extracting conclusions from the analysis of the threats and apply preventions
and mitigation against them. See possible legal responsibilities in threats in relation to data privacy,
in case of leakage.

Figure 10 Methodology adapted and based from SAEJ3061

4.4.3.1

Assessment process

Each threat should be considered with the possible tests to evaluate the possibility of exploitation.
The use of threats and vulnerabilities databases helps the test users to elaborate the penetration
tests for the evaluation of the risks. The results of the tests will determine, joined to the risk score of
the threat, the possible actions to be executed in order to mitigate the risk if it is necessary. If the
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risk score is high and the result of the pentesting shows the possibility of exploitation, the threat
must be solved. In case of a low risk score and the result of the pentesting shows it is not possible of
exploiting (under the conditions of the tests), the mitigation actions of the problem should be
considered.
Once the cybersecurity goals are defined, it is necessary to determine whether the vulnerabilities
associated with the risks encountered exist in the vehicle at the beginning of the test. This step
follows a similar methodology to "pentesting" in the IT world:
-

Recognition - The vector to be tested is investigated to learn the technology used and the
possible ways to attack it.

-

Enumeration – Data found from the vector in the vehicle are listed and will be used for
further analysis and exploitations.

-

Analysis - Potential vulnerabilities existing in the system and threats that can pose risks to
the vehicle are analysed. The previously calculated risk eases the analysis.

-

Exploitation - The potential vulnerabilities are demonstrated by attacking the vehicle and
checking whether the tested vectors are protected against these attacks. If the attack is
unsuccessful, it means that the vehicle meets the prerequisites and thus can be considered
protected.

-

Documentation - Test results are analysed and the level of the vehicle’s cybersecurity is
documented, providing a rating.

4.4.4 Cyberattacks and liability
Cyberattacks on a vehicle, particularly an automated driving one, in an IoT system could have direct
consequences for the safety and privacy of the user. Any of the electronic devices in a connected car
or the car itself could be vulnerable to cyberattacks through various entry points. In this case, the
private data collected by the system to enhance the safety and comfort of the automated driving
experience could be used for exactly the opposite effect. The responsibility of each participant in the
IoT connected automated car ecosystem must be clearly considered. Ultimately, they shall have
adequate tools in place to prevent security threats that are proportionate to their legal liability.
Connected and automated vehicles are nowadays the objective of malicious hackers. Stored and
exchanged data by the vehicle and IoT services might show the behaviour of the user. The data
contains a lot of personal information that, in case of not being protected enough, could affect the
user in case of disclosure. An attack could also create safety issues for the members of the vehicle
and around it too. In case the attacker gets access to the data, it is usually sold and used for
threating. According to the GDPR, if a device or a service needs data from the user for working, data
must be handled in a secure way. The IoT devices and the vehicles usually have resources
limitations, but they have to be assured as other devices which do not have these limitations. IoT
systems must include intrusion detection systems, firewalls, encryptions, secure storage, etc. In case
these security requirements were not covered, the legal responsible of data leakage has to be clearly
defined.
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The main vulnerabilities are related to connectivity vectors. Connectivity vectors are the vehicles
entry points that give access to functions inside the vehicle as: WiFi, RKE, GPS, TPMS, USB, OBD,
Bluetooth and new ones that can come. The security issues related to these technologies have to be
followed up closely because the vulnerabilities are found constantly.
4.4.4.1

Threats

According to UNECE, there are some known threats to vehicles91 and the vulnerabilities can be
classified in relation to the threats.










Threats regarding back-end servers:
- Back-end servers used as a means to attack a vehicle or extract data.
- Services from back-end server being disrupted, affecting the operation of a vehicle.
- Data held on back-end servers being lost or compromised (“data breach”).
Threats to vehicles regarding their communication channels:
- Spoofing of messages or data received by the vehicle.
- Communication channels used to conduct unauthorized manipulation, deletion or other
amendments to vehicle held code/data.
- Communication channels permit untrusted/unreliable messages to be accepted or are
vulnerable to session hijacking/replay attacks.
- Information can be readily disclosed. For example, through eavesdropping on
communications or through allowing unauthorized access to sensitive files or folders.
- Denial of service attacks via communication channels to disrupt vehicle functions.
- An unprivileged user is able to gain privileged access to vehicle systems.
- Viruses embedded in communication media are able to infect vehicle systems.
- Messages received by the vehicle (for example X2V or diagnostic messages), or
transmitted within it, contain malicious content.
Threats to vehicles regarding their update procedures:
- Misuse or compromise of update procedures.
- It is possible to deny legitimate updates.
- Misconfiguration of equipment or systems by legitimate actor, e.g. owner or
maintenance community.
- Legitimate actors are able to take actions that would unwittingly facilitate a cyberattack
Threats to vehicles regarding their external connectivity and connections:
- Manipulation of the connectivity of vehicle functions enables a cyberattack, this can
include telematics; systems that permit remote operations; and systems using short
range wireless communications.
- Hosted 3rd party software, e.g. entertainment applications, used as a means to attack
vehicle systems.
- Devices connected to external interfaces e.g. USB ports, OBD port, used as a means to
attack vehicle systems.
Potential targets of, or motivations for, an attack:
- Extraction of vehicle data/code.
- Manipulation of vehicle data/code.
- Erasure of data/code.
- Introduction of malware.
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- Introduction of new software or overwrite existing software.
- Disruption of systems or operations.
- Manipulation of vehicle parameters.
Potential vulnerabilities that could be exploited if not sufficiently protected or hardened:
- Cryptographic technologies can be compromised or are insufficiently applied.
- Parts or supplies could be compromised to permit vehicles to be attacked.
- Software or hardware development permits vulnerabilities.
- Network design introduces vulnerabilities.
- Physical loss of data can occur.
- Unintended transfer of data can occur.
- Physical manipulation of systems can enable an attack.

Also, for more information about detailed information on cybersecurity threats is possible to check
D1.992.
For an IoT environment we can expose a few examples of threats with already calculated level of risk
using the mentioned FERMA standard.
Risk/Threat #1: Loss of information in the cloud
Likelihood: Medium

Impact: Critical

Exposure level: Medium

Impact:
Sensitive data may be lost due to accidents or attacks when stored by third-party cloud service
providers, introducing IoT applications into the automotive domain allows for large-scale data
gathering and “Big Data” analysis. Losing part of the collected data is an issue that can result in
financial consequences, and consequently, loss of trust with customers. Losing all of the data will
result in the inoperability of the service.

Risk/Threat #2: Loss from DRM (Digital Rights Management) conflicts
Likelihood: Low

Impact: Marginal

Exposure level: Low

Impact:
DRM technologies try to control the use, modification, and distribution of copyrighted works, as
well as systems within devices that enforce these policies. User data, traffic or travel related
services, audio and video entertainment (etc.) may be deleted due to DRM issues, if not correctly
implemented. A third party attacker can modify DRM to make the data collected unavailable.
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Risk/Threat #3: Replay of commands
Likelihood: Low

Impact: Uncontrollable

Exposure level: Medium

Impact:
If internal networks are not adequately protected against replay attacks, attackers could have
potential access to a range of functionality that can influence vehicle control. This can have
detrimental consequences if the control such as steering, braking, acceleration can be maliciously
influenced remotely. This can cause a significantly poor image to the company and in a more
extreme case, human casualties.

Risk/Threat #4: Man in the middle
Likelihood: Medium

Impact: Critical

Exposure level: Medium

Impact:
A variety of interfaces means that, with poor protection of the session, there are a lot of ways to
perform MITM attacks for different purposes:





Impersonating a service provider, or an app store, may cause financial abuse.
Impersonating backend systems can result in attacker downloading a rogue firmware on
the vehicle.
Impersonating the vehicle on a V2X communication can result in fake messages and fake
results obtained in the data computation.
Potential risks to privacy:
o Location tracking based on GPS position.
o Identification of individuals and their behaviour.

Risk/Threat #5: APK reverse engineering and code vulnerabilities
Likelihood: High

Impact: Critical

Exposure level: High
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Impact:
The code of the applications can be obtained by reverse engineering and investigated later to find
code vulnerabilities that can result in a range of possible attacks, for eavesdropping or executing
application functions without permission of the user.

Risk/Threat #6: Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
Likelihood: High

Impact:
Critical
Uncontrollable

- Exposure level: High

Impact:
This attack consists of sending vast amounts of messages to the victim in order to block its
connectivity and saturate the underlying hardware resources. There are several possible targets:




The IoT Cloud Platform: legitimate smart-objects will not be able to get connected. The
final services built on top of the platform may become unavailable.
An infrastructure smart-object: depending on the victim the consequences will go from a
loss of information (e.g. vehicle detector) to the service outage.
If the architecture of the internal vehicle networks is not correctly designed, the attack
may affect the own vehicle functions.

In a DDoS, the severity and complexity are even higher since multiple attackers collaborate
together.

Risk/Threat #7: Malware infection
Likelihood: Medium

Impact: Uncontrollable

Exposure level: Medium

Impact:
The IoT device installs malware software during an Over-The-Air (OTA) update. As it happens with
risk #3, this attack may suppose getting access to multiple functionalities probably affecting the
vehicle performance.
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4.4.4.2

. Mitigations and security mechanisms

Within the data processing systems technical standards for cybersecurity have to be considered
State-of-the-art technical security measures should be implemented such as:


Access control and authentication



Password rules for use of secure passwords



Logging and monitoring



Security for databases, servers and workstations



Use of encryption solutions for specific files and pseudonymisation techniques



Fixed security settings for workstations



Use of constantly updated antivirus applications



Firewalls which are properly configured and using the latest software



Network and communication security



Use of cryptographic protocols



Controlled access to wireless network only for specific users



Monitoring of traffic inbound and outbound, controlled through Firewalls



Mobile device security



Implementation of rules for proper use of mobile devices and roles and responsibilities
for device management



Use of encryption software and theft protection



Application lifecycle security process



Early definition of specific security requirements



Use of secure coding standards



Implementation of testing procedures



Rules and strategy for data deletion and disposal



Data deletion process of outdated and irrelevant personal data should be established,
additional physical destruction of media (CDs) if needed

Besides the previous security mechanisms, we can identify the next linked mitigations regarding
the threats related with IoT exposed previously.
Risk/Threat #1: Loss of information in the cloud
Mitigation action:
As the cloud service is maybe provided by a third-party, there are measures to take to avoid the
potential loss of data in cloud. In order to mitigate the potential loss, frequent periodic backups
are encouraged to prevent significant loss and only lose the data collected since the last backup
point.
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Risk/Threat #2: Loss from DRM (Digital Rights Management) conflicts
Mitigation action:
Implementing DRM only in data that has sensitive copyright properties, this is essential to avoid
the access of DRM files and prevent data being copied or modified.

Risk/Threat #3: Replay of commands
Mitigation action:
The application only needs to know the necessary commands, for example, if the application
needs to know the interaction between the driver and the brake pedal, the application should
only need to collect relate to the pressure applied pedal and the influence that has on the vehicle
speed. The application should not expose information relating to how the braking functionality is
performed. Limiting application knowledge relating to vehicle control is necessary. By adding IDS
(Intrusion Detection System) to the system, it can be considered to prevent replay attacks; it is
also considered a way to mitigate the chance of being attacked.

Risk/Threat #4: Man in the middle
Mitigation action:
By implementing encryption to the communication exchanges, software/firmware validation,
firewalls and digital signatures this can contribute to system protection against MITM attacks.
These methods make it challenging to an attacker to obtain the data in transmit and prevent the
injection of false messages by an unauthorized body.

Risk/Threat #5: APK reverse engineering and code vulnerabilities
Mitigation action:
To prevent an attacker from finding backdoors into the application, it is important obscure
information relating to critical functionality before uploading to the app store. Security
vulnerabilities can be prevented by following a strict code review process, testing buffer
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under/overflow and following design rules for safety-critical embedded software, such as MISRA
C.

Risk/Threat #6: Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
Mitigation action:




The system should be able to switch the communication channel or transceiver in case of
a DoS attack.
Active monitoring of network conditions to early detect DoS attacks.
The use of blacklists.

Risk/Threat #7: Malware infection
Mitigation action:
OTA mechanism is a double-edged sword since, on one hand, it is a powerful mechanism to solve
zero-day vulnerabilities. On the other hand, it exposes an entry point that may allow an attacker
to gain almost full control over the target system. Mitigation actions need to cover at least the
following aspects: use of secure protocols to transmit the update, implementation of
authentication and authorization mechanisms, cryptographic validation of update manifests and
signed code images.

4.4.4.3 Internal responsibility
In the current climate, personal data is highly valued and could have large consequences. Allen &
Overy (2017)93 point out that 60% of the data-security breaches in 2015 came from within the
company. Additionally, sloppy follow through of data-protection policies and procedures could lead
to data security being compromised.
IoT sensors will allow wider and more detailed perception of the environment making it more
efficient to assess responsibilities in case of incidents, but the leakage of this type of information can
suppose a break on the privacy and can contain sensitive information for of the system or driver, as
personal data. In any event, car manufacturers will have to have robust and secure software in their
vehicles from the start. Network providers must have measures in place to detect, and if it is
possible counter hacking attempts, as we provide examples in this chapter. Data security
compromises in an IoT system of AD could have consequences ranging from privacy infringement to
loss of life.
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At the end, the provider of the data bases and the developed systems is responsible of maintain the
privacy and security required and acknowledge any user of the data being transmitted, also the user
should agree on the data usage. In case of an issue on security happen, the responsible of the
systems should have a process to react to any unexpected security problem.
4.4.4.4 React methodologies
The system should include mitigation methodologies to ensure integrity, reliability, availability and
confidentiality. The cybersecurity concept provides the process to analyse risks, discover threats and
find possible mitigation against the known threats. The mitigations themselves provide the first react
methodologies.
These react methodologies are linked to a known threat but there are other undiscovered risks or
threats. For this reason, is important to have a security management system which permits to log
information about the communication, interactions and events in the system. Security information
and event management systems in IT allow the real-time monitoring and analysis of security alerts
when an attack is detected. The possibilities of this type of systems are:
-

Data aggregation: The information of the communications, interactions and events
permits aggregating the data from different sources or devices. In a deep analysis of the
data is possible to make a traceability of the attack, from the point of intrusion to the
affected devices.

-

Data correlation: There are multiple techniques that permits to identify possible issues
in the system, event based, rules based, anomaly based, and risk based are the most
used ones.

-

Data normalization: cross-referencing data to remove redundancy, repetition and
untypical elements.

-

Alerting: Notify the issue once it is detected and start the mitigation process. The alerts
have different priorities and these priorities have relation according to the severity of
the detected attack. The alerting system is based in a set of alert rules which has in
consideration if there are threat indicators present.

-

Control panel: Permits to control the events and issues reported in the system.

-

Forensic analysis: In case of being affected by an attack, this type of tools permits to rebuild the action plan of the attacker and identify the traceability of the attack. The logs
help in the actions of the cybersecurity experts during the forensic analysis. The types of
forensic analysis are94:
o

Digital forensics: consists on obtaining the data evidences from the computer or
devices. The techniques include the identification of information, preservation,
data recovery…
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o

Software forensics: The software forensics determines whether software has
been stolen. This is based in the comparison between the source code and check
any possible change.

o

Memory forensics: As many complex attacks also has in consideration to erase
data from the hard disk, this technique searches in the computer memory for
possible clue about the attack.

We can find analogous system for the security event management in IT, called SIEM.
SIEM means Security Information and Event Management95. The SIEM systems include a set of tools
for the IT security management. The use of a SIEM provides the global security view of the whole
organization. Companies often are composed by some business units. The SIEM includes them into a
unique global vision helping to know the IT security state of the organization. The SIEM system often
includes the centralization of the log storage and log analysis. Also, it includes a real time analysis.
The real time analysis improves the reaction time in case of attack. The SIEM system helps the
administrators to be compliance in the GDPR regulation.
The SIEM systems are based in the data acquisition from client devices, antivirus, firewalls, IDSs, etc.
All the acquired data is sent to the central administration system where is possible to identify the
unusual events. The most important is to create an accurate event profile of the system to avoid
possible errors in the event categorization.
The SIEM basics are the set of rules or statistical correlation engine which is able of create a relation
establishment between the event log.
Usually, the deployment of these SIEM systems is expensive and is often adopted by big
organizations. Other companies also consider the benefits of the SIEM systems and they consider
the use of a SIEM service provider.
It is possible to see the correlation of the mechanisms from previous chapter “React methodologies”
in the SIEM systems. Basically, the SIEM system includes part or all of them in a unified tool to build
a robust analysis system of the security state of the organization.
Similar approach can be applied in automotive sector, despite SIEM systems are developed to
provide a security monitoring process inside a company, something also required for the
cybersecurity of a product, vehicles should apply a system to monitor and report issues on their
internal communications, then we will be able to react to new vulnerabilities and new types of
attacks performed in vehicles and have logs for the times when attacks happens.

4.4.5 GDPR and Cybersecurity
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Figure 11 GDPR and Cybersecurity [Colin & Partner Srl]

4.4.5.1

GDPR compliance

Besides technical specifications, compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation2 (GDPR) is
something to take into account. This regulation entered into force the 25th May 2018 and it aims to
harmonise data privacy laws across all European member states. GDPR repeals the previous
directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data
and on the free movement of such data.
4.4.5.2

Data-related risks

Service providers shall be aware that they are receiving ‘personal data’ from users and they have to
comply with GDPR.
Users may not be yet prepared to share these data, since they are aware of the possible privacy
implications. Transmitting and receiving capabilities of vehicle and surrounds means information
that maybe will be public.
Users need to be aware of the types of data collected, the recipients, how these are processed and
for what purpose. This awareness is needed to establish user consent, which is a tricky question in
general. In effect, users will become continuous broadcasters. They must be fully aware of the scope
of the processing.
Article 7 of the EU GDPR explicitly states that the controller has to be able to demonstrate a legal
basis such as users consent in terms of processing their personal data. Also, data subjects have the
choice to exercise their rights to withdraw their consent, to rectification and erasure of their
personal data.
Pilot sites should explicitly be able to demonstrate users’ consent, when user data is collected as
legal basis, in terms of processing their personal data. Control of personal data can be ensured
through a number of tools for informed consent.
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Messages can be received by an unrestricted number of entities, whose intentions and technological
capacity cannot be known to the sender. Thus, control of personal data is imperative.
Last, the amount of data collected may be used for business exploitation. This opens questions on
the free flow of non-personal data (either technical or anonymized) and the question of data access
and data ownership. This area is not yet sufficiently legislated to make a definitive judgment of what
will happen.
Next steps for data protection can be summarized as follows:
4.4.5.2.1

Legal

The regulations on e-Privacy and Free Flow of Data, once adopted, will provide more depth to the
legal development.
4.4.5.2.2

Political

A fundamental decision on data ownership and consent for processing will be crucial. Given the lack
of awareness by end users in this regard, this is likely to be top-down. If car data is understood to be
personal data and consent as currently exercised found to be invalid, then political initiatives are
needed.
4.4.5.2.3

Practical

It is crucial to determine the role and the responsibilities of each partner involved in the application
of the GDPR. New regulation introduces changes in relation to duties and rights.
4.4.5.3

Cybersecurity (GDPR)

From the data point of view, the security is a top layer that protects it from external entities.
However, the legitimate communicating entities may also make a bad use of it. The new GDPR
regulations tries to protect this data and this section provides the technical steps.
4.4.5.3.1

Principles of processing personal data outlined in Article 5 of the GDPR

According to Article 5 of the GDPR, the following are the principles of processing personal data:



Purpose limitation: The purpose of the data collected. Specify the exact purpose and
assessing which data is necessary.



Data minimisation: The main aim of data minimisation is guaranteeing that data only will be
asked when adequate, relevant and necessary for the purpose.



Accuracy: Delete the information once processed, since is possible want to keep the
information for a long time, in this situation, the personal identifiers should be removed,
making the identification of the Data Subject impossible.



Storage limitation: Depending on the legal basis of processing data may also have to be
stored for limited time periods for liability reasons



Integrity and confidentiality: Personal data should be used according to technical and
organisational measures, such as: protection against unauthorised processing and against
disclosure, accidental loss, destruction or damage
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In addition to the General Data Protection Regulation, the EU also applies sectorial data protection
legislation-2002/58/EC ‘concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in
the electronic communication sector’, also known as ‘Privacy and Electronic Communication
Directive or ‘ePrivacy Directive’. The current directive strongly focusses on obligations for providers
of electronic communication services.

5

Conclusion

We acknowledge the technical achievements and results of AUTOPILOT and thus the fact that IoT
can improve the automated driving experience. The legal aspects of IoT enhanced automated driving
increase the complexity of IoT along with the increasing complexity of the technical landscape of
automated driving. This is the reason why we herewith make recommendations in order to facilitate
the further implementation of IoT to enhance AD.
From the regulation of automated vehicle and IoT technologies point of view, the adaptive strategy
adopted by UNECE and WP.29 is an appropriate method. It is recommended to use a flexible regime
to permit improvements once developments have been made, while maintaining enough stability to
provide public confidence in the safety and utility of the technology.
Out of this research and assessment, we recommend as further research topic the AI-dilemma
where the software could evolve in a non-controlled manner and therefore safeguards need to be
put in place to prevent problems and answer the causality effect in liability
The liability concept is at the heart of the potential legal issues of AD and IoT, and regulation should
help increase clarity in this area. As soon as, by default, the vehicle is in an automated mode, the
liability lies at the vehicle provider side, as first line. A liability tree is based on the causality link
starting with the automated vehicle and including all elements (“trunk” and “branches”) helping to
improve the safety. The safety improvement lies at the liability principle and may therefore include
the connectivity provision towards the different elements helping improve and make trustworthy
the safety at the end. The Product Liability Directive contributes to this clarity and may be extended
to services and even data if these become integral part of the safety-guarantee chain of automation.
In other words, if these services or data providers prove to be liable by increasing the safety of the
automated drive and minimising the collision risk while driving, they will increase the trust and thus
acceptability of the users. If they commit less to this safety enhancing, the value will be questioned
and may therefore request to go through service- or data-cleansing before arriving to the safety
system.
We introduce the concept of data segmentation making a clear distinction between safety-critical
data segment, recommended as liable data, with other data segments which enhance comfort of the
automated drive or inform the user or even entertain him.
In liability, we showed there are three elements which are the damage, the event giving rise of the
damage and the causal link between them. To help to follow-up the causality link between event
and damage and at least to further improve the quality of the driving experience, we recommend
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the usage of data recorders. This kind of device help reproduce the situations during which events
can take place. As it is already part of a regulatory process, as project recommendation we further
insist towards regulators on the clarification and standardisation of their use especially in a
geographical zone which is the range of an automated vehicle like Europe where currently many
different local regulations co-exist. This harmonisation is of highest interest to increase the usage of
automated driving. Most importantly, this shall increase the trust of the road users in general which
is not a trivial aspect.
The certification process, also introduced in some countries as the “vehicle driving license”, is also
very important to verify the compliance to minimum requirements. At the same time, it shall not be
intended to escape liability for the automated vehicle system, provided by a vehicle manufacturer
due to a regulatory compliance. The regulatory aspect of this certification process is recommended
to be extended towards the 3 pillars described in the document.
As further recommendation, the privacy and (cyber-)security shall be embedded by default in the
automated driving system with mention of clear purpose to comply with the current regulation and
enhance the trust in the system. The current state-of-the-Art techniques have been employed and
demonstrated during the piloting in AUTOPILOT.

6
6.1

Annexes
Annex 1 – Internal survey of AUTOPILOT beneficiaries

This internal survey was aiming to collect knowledge from AUTOPILOT partner beneficiaries on legal
perspectives related to the use of the Internet of Things (IoT) for Automated Driving (AD). The survey
was conducted by ERTICO – ITS EUROPE during June 12th to July 9th 2018.
All the questions in this survey pertain to the context of using IoT for AD and focus on regulation,
liability, privacy and cybersecurity in this area. The automation level implied in this survey is towards
the higher end - at least L3 and above, with the driver being non-active.
A total of 30 respondents answered this survey.
Q1. Your sector (choose from only one)
a. Automotive
b. IoT
c. Service providers
d. Research
e. Public authorities
f. Users
g. Other (please specify)
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SECTOR
[CATEGORY
NAME]; 6

[CATEGORY
NAME]; 11

[CATEGORY
NAME]; 2
[CATEGORY
NAME]; 3

[CATEGORY
NAME]; 5
[CATEGORY
NAME]; 2

[CATEGORY
NAME]; 15
Figure 12 Respondents sector

Most of the respondents were from “Research” sector, followed by “Automotive” sector and by
“IoT” sector.

Research sector
RTD

67%

Academic

33%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Figure 13 Respondents from research sector

“Research” sector is mostly represented by RTD sub-sector, then by Academic sub-sector.
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Automotive sector
Vehicle testing

18%

R&D

45%

Suppliers

27%

OEM

9%
0%

20%

40%

60%

Figure 14 Respondents from automotive sector

“Automotive” sector is mostly represented by R&D sub-sector and by the suppliers sub-sector.
“IoT” sector is largely represented by Telecoms, followed equally by IT solutions and electronics.
Finally, other sectors were represented, by several sub-sectors:
 Ministry
 Government body
 Private road operator
 Legal
 Transport research
 Transport Industry
Q2. How well are you acquainted with national and international regulatory matters in this
area?
a. 1-Not at all familiar
b. 2-Not familiar
c. 3-Not familiar
d. 4-Average familiar
e. 5-Familiar
f. 6-Familiar
g. 7-Very familiar
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Figure 15 Acquaintance with national and international regulatory matters

Respondents were averagely familiar to familiar with acquaintance with national and international
regulatory matters in the area of legal issues applied to IoT-based AD.
Q3. How well do you believe that EU regulation is keeping pace with technological
developments?
a. 0- Don’t know
b. 1- Completely outdated
c. 2- Outdated
d. 3- Outdated
e. 4- Average
f. 5- Forward looking
g. 6- Forward looking
h. 7- Very forward looking
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Figure 16 Is EU regulation keeping pace with technological developments

Respondents answered that they believe that EU regulation is averagely keeping pace and is forward
looking to IoT, AD and IoT-AD technological developments.

Q4. What area of IoT-AD do you believe needs clear(er) regulation?
a. Open question
Respondents answered that areas of IoT-AD that needs clear(er) regulation are technology, privacy,
security, liability, safety and tests.
 Technology: Communication channels (spectrum allocation), Cross-border use,
standards for interoperability, vehicle data roaming, remote software update, etc.
 Privacy: Private data privacy and management, Data access and use, data ownership,
etc.
 Security: Cybersecurity and responsibility, data security and protection, etc.
 Liability: Liability of AD, Liability of services, etc.
 Safety: safety of AD, etc.
 Tests: Test on road in standard conditions, certification schemes, etc.
Q5. Are you aware of any differences in regulation/legislation between countries (inside or
outside EU) that may cause conflict within regulation design?
a. Open question
Respondents answered that differences in regulation/legislation between countries are existing
between countries of the EU and between EU and other countries (US, China, etc.). Most significant
differences that were highlighted are GDPR, Communication technology (frequencies, protocols),
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liability in AD.
Q6. In what aspects are standards most needed for or most challenging to the following
agents?
a. Automaker
b. Connectivity provider
c. Software developer
d. Other

STANDARDISATION NEED
[CATEGORY NAME];
8%

[CATEGORY NAME];
26%

[CATEGORY NAME];
35%

[CATEGORY NAME];
31%
Figure 17 Standardisation need related to different agents

Mostly relevant agents that are expected to bring standardisation are “Automakers”, followed
closely by “connectivity providers” then by “software developers”.
Specific standardisation activities by the three relevant agents are:
 Automaker: Security/Privacy, Liability, Regulation, Interoperability.
 Connectivity provider: Interoperability, Availability of service/QoS, Security, Liability.
 Software developer: Security, HMI (user interface).
Q7. Who should be responsible for conformity with national and international regulation?
Choose one sole responsibility or multiple joint responsibility.
a. Automaker
b. Connectivity provider
c. Software developer
d. Other (please specify)
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CONFORMITY RESPONSIBLE

Other (please
specify); 20.00%

Software
developer;
45.71%

Automaker;
80.00%

Connectivity
provider;
62.86%
Figure 18 Responsible for conformity with national and international regulation

The designated responsible for conformity with national and international regulation, by the survey
respondents, are “Automakers” in first position, followed by “Connectivity providers”, then by
“Software developers”.
Q8. Is net neutrality (connectivity/internet service providers treating all content equally and
impartially) important for IoT-based AD?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Unsure

NET NEUTRALITY IMPORTANCE FOR IOT-AD

Unsure;
37.14%

Yes; 51.43%

No; 11.43%
Figure 19 Neutrality importance for IoT-based AD

Respondents answered that net neutrality is very important for IoT-based AD.
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Q9. Who should be liable in the event of an accident due to the following issues?
a. Failure type
i. Breakdown of data integrity / misinformation
ii. Out-dated software applications
iii. Breach in data privacy
iv. General equipment failure
b. Possibly liable actors
i. Automaker
ii. Connectivity provider (MNO)
iii. Mobility service provider
iv. Car user/driver
c. Level of responsibility
i. No responsibility
ii. Minor responsibility
iii. Equal responsibility
iv. Major responsibility
v. All responsibility

Automaker
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Breakdown of
data integrity /
misinformation
7%

Out-dated
software
applications
3%

0%
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0%

Minor responsibility

21%

7%

10%

0%

Equal responsibility

48%

34%

55%

24%

Major responsibility

17%

45%

24%

59%

All responsibility

7%

10%

10%

17%

No responsibility

Breach in data
privacy

Figure 20 When an Automaker should be liable in the event of an accident

Based on the answers of the respondents, an automaker should be liable with “a high level of
responsibility” in the event of an accident, mostly in case of “General equipment failure”, followed
equally by “Out-dated software applications” and “Breach in data privacy”.
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Figure 21 When a Connectivity provider (MNO) should be liable in the event of an accident

Connectivity provider (MNO) should be liable with an “Equal responsibility”, based on respondents
answers, in the event of an accident, mostly in case of “Breakdown of data integrity /
misinformation”, and followed by “Breach in data privacy”.

Mobility service provider
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Figure 22 When a Mobility service provider should be liable in the event of an accident

Mobility service provider should be liable with an “Equal responsibility”, based on respondents
answers, in the event of an accident, mostly in case of “Breakdown of data integrity /
misinformation”, and followed by “Breach in data privacy”.
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Car user/driver
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Figure 23 When a Car user/driver should be liable in the event of an accident

Based on respondents’ answers, Car user/driver should not be liable in the event of an accident.
But, in case where responsibility is to be applied, “Out-dated software applications” then “General
equipment failure”.
Q10.

How can IoT help in providing information for attributing liability related to AD?
a. Open question

Data monitoring based on a secured communication from different sources (Vehicle, road devices –
traffic lights, sensors, cameras, etc.-, weather conditions, incidents on the road, traffic information,
etc.) could help or improve the attribution process of liability related to AD.
Q11.
What IoT data would need to be accessed for IoT to facilitate liability attribution or
apportionment?
a. Open question
The following data should be accessed in order to facilitate the process of attribution or
apportionment of liability.
 Specific vehicle data (speed, acceleration, distance, etc.)
 All vehicle data
 Road data (weather, traffic information, road conditions, road events, etc.)
 Other (DSSA data | data logs | metadata | Information about data trust levels | Who is in
charge of what and by whom each product is made. | Identifiers, message checksums &
signatures. Transaction-based messages like operations in banking).
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Q12.
With reference to the two previous questions, is there any additional data needed
that would not be required for ‘normal’ operation (i.e. gathered ‘just in case’)?
a. Open question
The following data should be accessed in order to facilitate the process of attribution or
apportionment of liability.
 Vehicle logs (devices logs, leisure services, automation settings, etc.)
 Weather information
Q13.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

For how long should the collected data be stored for later analysis?
6 months - 1 year
1 - 5 years
5 - 10 years
More than 10 years
Indefinitely

More than 10
years; 0.00%

Indefinitely;
3.45%

5 - 10 years;
20.69%

6 months - 1
year; 48.28%

1 - 5 years;
27.59%
Figure 24 Storage time of collected data

Short periods of time are expected by the participants, where period of 6 months - 1 year of storing
collected data is highly represented, followed by period of 1-5 years. Adding that the participants
commented to choose as short periods as necessary.
Q14.
What aspects of IoT use are likely to increase or decrease insurance premiums for
automated car owners?
a. Increase premiums
b. Decrease premiums
c. No change
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Respondents commented that Dangerous driving behaviour and Global ICT security issues are IoT
aspects that are likely leading to insurance premiums increase. While, driving behaviour,
Cybersecurity, vehicle maintenance status aspects are possibly leading to decreased insurance
premiums. No comments were given for a no change option.
Q15.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

How could personalised IoT AD applications affect privacy?
1 - Complete loss of privacy
2 - Loss of privacy
3 - Average loss of privacy
4 - Average privacy
5 - Average privacy protection
6 - Privacy is protected
7 - Privacy is completely protected

Respondents answered that privacy could be affected by a loss of privacy in case of collected Data
collected, tracking destinations, driving behaviour, driving time, permanent geo-localisation,
where/what we are doing, duration of activities, medical problem, etc.
Q16.
What data would you be willing to give up to get more personalised IOT-AD
service?
a. Open question
Respondents are willing to share their Geographical data (location, trip, speed) and Personal Data (name, age,
driving behaviour, Calendar, Music taste) to get more personalised IoT-AD services.

Q17.
What data would you be not willing to give up even to get more personalised IoTAD service?
a. Open question
Respondents are not willing to share their Personal data (home address, name, gender, age, date of
birthday, family status, bank data, biometric data, driving behaviour, phone number, email, health
status, etc.) and Location even to get more personalised IoT-AD service.
Q18.
To what extent is data minimisation (processing only data necessary for the
specific functions) effective for IoT-AD?
a. Open question
Data minimisation is at least important and regularly very important in a way that it is a GDPR
requirement and IoT-AD must respect it in order to increase trust of users.
Q19.
a.
b.
c.
d.

What IoT-AD data should be accessible to other parties such as?
Police / National security
Automakers
Connectivity providers
Insurance companies
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e. Mobility service providers
f. Other automated vehicles
All the choices above are highly represented and willing to share with each actor the following data
sets:
a. Police / National security
 Specific data: speed |Emergency situation, Speed/location history. |ID+
Positioning+ Driving parameters (setting, speed...) |driving speed, risky driving
behaviour |vehicle registration data |Some |itineraries and trips |traffic
conditions |Location tracks, event-based information about accidents |all
relevant |all data necessary)
 All data
b. Automakers
 Specific data (vehicle performance data |diagnostics of lifetime of components
without link to the VIN |vehicle data, personal location data |Vehicle status
information and information from IoT devices |failures related to driving
behaviour |CAM messages and current GPS data |Energy consumption, errors
|Car dysfunctions |automation malfunction protocols, accidents protocols
|Driving behaviour, fuel consumption |vehicle status data |behaviour of the car
|Car performance, driving behaviours |Event data of incidents)
 All data
c. Connectivity providers
 Specific data (open data |rough location data (cell-based) |IoT logging data
|GPS data - vehicle type |Connectivity problems |Data gaps and loses protocols
|location |traffic data |information about physical performance of
communication link |Elements density, data traffic flow |quality of data
transmission with / to the vehicle |Payload type for network QoS and
prioritization)
 All data
d. Insurance companies
 Specific data (open data |CAM messages and current GPS data |Accidents and
causes |driving behaviour (but also quite and controversial critical point) |traffic
data, vehicle status data, driving styles data |Driving behaviours |liability related
data, vehicle safety functionalities data (on/off) |only information about a
driving risk, not about exact location and speed |incidents)
e. Mobility service providers
 Specific data (data needed for performing the mobility services | only
information absolutely needed for the service and upon consent of the person
involved | open data | Vehicle status information and information from IoT
devices | commuter trips | GPS data - vehicle type | depends on need | User
needs | all necessary | upon request | as necessary for the purpose | location |
routing, driving speeds, traffic signalling | traffic data, traffic conditions | Some
| availability of automated car when and where | Location)
f. Other automated vehicles
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Specific data (safety related V2X data | anonymous data that disappears after
some seconds | open data | Vehicle status information and information from IoT
devices | speed | CAMs and DENEMs | depends on need | Braking manoeuvres,
detections | GPS position and short-term trajectory | all traffic relevant data |
only safety relevant | in actual traffic situation or anonymised | as necessary for
the purpose | location, direction, speed | Incidents, and detected objects for
shared world models | Emergency situation, traffic jam, forecast | traffic data, |
As much as needed | position of automated vehicles)

Q20.
Is GDPR a barrier or an enabler for developing new data-based IoT-AD
applications?
a. 1 – Strong Barrier
b. 2 - Barrier
c. 3 – Average Barrier
d. 4 - Average Enabler
e. 5 - Enabler
f. 6 - Enabler
g. 7 – Complete Enabler

25%

21%

20%

18%

18%

18%

14%

15%

11%
10%
5%
0%

0%
1-Barrier

2-Barrier

3-Barrier 4-Average 5-Enabler 6-Enabler 7-Enabler
Enabler

Figure 25 GDPR for data-based IoT-AD applications

The GDPR is seen as an average enabler for the developing of new data-based IoT-AD applications.
Q21.
Would the IoT managed system inspire more trust if personal information is
segregated – for instance, if anonymous data could be freely shared with many
organizations and/or IoT devices but law enforcement authorities (Police/National
security) would hold the de-anonymization key?
a. 1-Strongly disagree
b. 2-Disagree
c. 3-Disagree
d. 4-Average Agree
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e. 5-Agree
f. 6-Agree
g. 7-Strongly agree
35%

32%

30%
25%
25%
18%

20%
15%

11%
10%
5%

7%
4%

4%

0%
1-Strongly
disagree

2-Disagree

3-Disagree

4-Average
Agree

5-Agree

6-Agree

7-Strongly
agree

Figure 26 IoT managed system vs Trust of segregated personal information

Respondents are strongly agreeing on the fact that if personal information is segregated, IoT
managed system inspire more trust.
Q22.
IoT must answer the contrary needs of both data protection and data sharing. Can
cloud design for IoT automated driving do justice to both equally in an effective way?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Unsure

Yes; 39.29%

Unsure;
57.14%

No; 3.57%
Figure 27 Data protection and data sharing
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57% of the respondents were unsure if IoT must answer the contrary needs of both data protection
and data sharing. From the respondents that answered “by “Yes” or “No”, we clearly identify that
cloud design for IoT automated driving can do justice to both equally data protection and data
sharing in an effective way.
Q23.

What are some of the risks that cloud computing brings to IoT-AD?
a. Open question

Respondents answered that IoT-AD could be affected by the following cloud computing risks:
 Availability of services and Data, Quality of Service (QoS) when accessing to
services,
 Confidentiality and integrity of data,
 Authentication and access to systems and accounts,
 Global security issues (cyberattacks, hacking, espionage, etc.).
Q24.

What is the greatest risk of those mentioned above?
a. Open question

The most significant cloud computing risks that could affect IoT-AD are:
 Global security issues: Confidentiality/Integrity, Authentication/Access, Quality of
Service (QoS).
Q25.

How could these risks be minimised?
a. Open question

Global IoT-AD security issues could be tackled by:
 Setting and defining dedicated security policies: Improved data security| regular
updates of hard- and software| constant control, constant update of security
policies| multiple step authentication. limiting accessibility based on location (i.e.
only accessible within range of 5 km.) | By securing the communication between IoT
infrastructure and vehicle| regular audits| By data minimisation and data deletion|
continuous security update, redundancy| Increasing the security, reducing the data
that will be used
 Implementing robust security mechanisms: Redundancy |Development of protocols
and credibility framework |implementing redundancy |build in trust level
mechanisms and traceability |Technology robustness and standardisation
|Scalability and data minimization
Q26.
Which of the various participants in the IoT for AD system is most vulnerable as an
entry point for a cyberattack?
a. Open question
Entities of the system that are mostly vulnerable as entry points to a potential cyberattack of a
security breach in the IoT-AD system are listed by priority order as following:
 User devices,
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Vehicle,
Service provider,
Infrastructure,
Global: all the elements of the system

Q27.
What aspects of IoT-AD require more specific cybersecurity than other IoT
elements?
a. Open question
In an IoT-AD system cybersecurity implementation, special attention should be paid to the following
entities listed from high to low priority:
 Vehicle,
 User,
 Infrastructure,
 Service provider,
 Global: all the elements of the system.
Q28.
In terms of security, how do you view the use of mobile apps for user
authentication and access to IoT devices and services? Do you believe they are secure
enough?
a. 1- Not at all secure
b. 2- Not secured
c. 3- Averagely unsecured
d. 4- Average secured
e. 5- secure
f. 6- Highly secure
g. 7- Completely secure
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Figure 28 Security related to users’ devices and applications

The use of mobile apps for user authentication and access to IoT devices and services are seen by
the respondents as not secure.
Q29.

With reference to the previous question, what is for you an unacceptable risk?
a. Open question

Based on respondents’ answers, unacceptable cybersecurity risks are listed by high to low priority
order to:
 Confidentiality/ Integrity
 Authentication
 Vehicle hazardous remote Access
 Service providers
 Users
 Availability/QoS
 Global security issues
Q30.
What would you perceive as the main legal risks related to mobile app usage for
user authentication and access to IoT devices and services?
a. Open question
The main legal risks related to mobile app usage for user authentication and access to IoT devices
and services are seen by the respondents as listed in following by priority from high-low.
 Liability / Regulation
 Authentication
 Confidentiality / Integrity
 Availability
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Q31.
Any other comments on legal issues regarding using IoT to advance automated
driving?
a. Open question
Respondents’ advice to Legal issues regarding using IoT to advance automated driving are the
improvement of Road safety, Ethics and Liability.
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6.2

Annex 2 – User survey

AUTOPILOT legal issues questions from Task 4.6 for user acceptance survey (T4.5)
Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Q4.

IoT-enabled automated driving (AD) adds many benefits (e.g. informed route choice,
congestion avoidance, and quick emergency break to avoid collision) as well as complications
to the assignation of liability in case of malfunction. If you decide to buy or hire such a vehicle
for the first time, would you:
a.

Disable the IoT device straightway

b.

Like to know more about the safety standards of the IoT technologies before drive off

c.

Use the IoT device with no concern as your insurance policy covers liability

Compared to your mobile phone which provides your location data, do you think that an IoTenabled vehicle possesses more concerned about security and vulnerability of access to your
location data?
a.

Yes

b.

No

c.

I don't know

(business) When developing IoT technology for AD, which of the following legal issues would
your company be most concerned about?
a.

Consumer data privacy

b.

Cybersecurity attacks

c.

Personal injury/property liability

d.

Intellectual property protection

e.

Warranties

f.

Compliance with state and federal regulations

Who should be legally responsible in the event of a pedestrian being injured during a valet
parking manoeuvre?
a. The owner of the vehicle
b. The owner of the parking premises
c. The car maker
d. The software/application provider

Q5.

Vehicle-to-vehicle communication can enable safer interaction at intersections, but there is
also a complex chain of responsibility (software providers on each vehicle, sensor providers,
road authorities, map-makers and communication providers. Who should have legal
responsibility if things go wrong in the case of:
a.

An advice system — one that gives the driver warning messages?
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b.
Q6.

A control system — one that adjusts the approach speed of two or more potentially
conflicting vehicles so that they do no collide at an intersection?

With connection to cloud data, for example to provide weather or traffic information to CAVs,
who should have legal responsibility to ensure the accuracy of the information?
a. The information provider if they charge for the information to be used
b. The car maker or their service supplier
c. The cloud service provider
d. No-one

Q7.

Would you be willing to provide some personal data (e.g. your address, workplace, commuting
patterns) to get more personalised service?

Q8.

a.

No

b.

Yes, what data would you be happy to give up?

If IoT can help in providing information for attributing liability, would you switch on IoT while
driving?

Q9.

a.

Yes

b.

No, why?

Would you perceive usage of mobile Apps for user authentication and access to cars as secure
enough?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I don't know

Q10. Are you aware about how to react to a cyber-attack if you were in the automated car?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I don't know
Q11. Do you know how protection system from your device works?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I don't know
Q12.

AUTOPILOT has a team dedicated to IT and cyber security in order to have always the last
version of its App updated and installed. Do you feel safer with a double check control for
login to the AUTOPILOT App?

a. Yes
b. No
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c. I don't know
Q13. Do you prefer a card to be inserted to access the system instead of giving data by the
AUTOPILOT app?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I don't know
Q14. Would you be more willing to share information if your data were anonymized?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I don't know
Q15. Would you trust the system more if personal information is segregated – for instance, if
anonymous data could be freely shared with many organization but law enforcement
authorities (Police/National security) would hold the de-anonymization key?
a. Yes
b. No
c.

Unsure
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